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PERFORMANCE AND ON-TASK BEHAVIOR

By

Shelia Yvette Smalley

December, 1982

Chairman: Cecil D. Mercer
Major Department: Special Education

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of

cooperative games, competitive games, and worksheets on the arithmetic

performance and on-task behavior of learning disabled (LD) adoles¬

cents. Also, the relationship between arithmetic performance and

time on-task was examined across the three treatments.

From the sample of 36 students, 12 were assigned to each of the

three treatment conditions: cooperative, competitive, and worksheets

(control group).

The basic design of the study was a posttest, with an arithmetic

pretest as covariate. The performance scores were analyzed with

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and the Bonferroni post hoc procedure.

The on-task scores were analyzed with ANCOVA and the Johnson-Neyman

technique. The correlation between arithmetic scores and on-task

behavior was analyzed using the Pearson product-moment. All

statistical procedures were tested at the .05 level of significance.
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Results of the data analysis indicate that worksheets were signi¬

ficantly better than cooperative. Competitive was not significantly

different from worksheets, which suggests that they are equally

effective. Although competitive was not significantly different from
~ •> 4- OC h K -í 1 -i +■ * / f hn ^-i ^ r r > | v'; Kw
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There was a significant difference in time on-task between the coopera¬

tive and the competitive groups, favoring competitive for higher

ability students and cooperative for lower ability students; and there

was a significant difference in time on-task between the cooperative

and the worksheet groups, favoring worksheets for higher ability

students and cooperative for lower ability students. The on-task

comparisons between the groups must be cautiously interpreted because

much of the data had to be extrapolated. There was no significant

relationship between arithmetic performance and on-task behavior for

the overall group. However, it was significant for the worksheet

group (r = .68, p < .05).

The results suggest there are variations in performance and

time on-task in various learning activities. Thus, in planning for

the instructional needs of LD adolescents, this study suggests that

worksheets seem to work better overall for arithmetic performance.

For on-task behavior, there appears to be an interaction between

learning activity and ability level of the student.

IX



CHAPTER I

i IM I KUUUC I 1ÜN

Because of the wide range of learning problems in arithmetic

it is surprising to note that, until recently, relatively little

attention had been paid to this significant problem area (Bartel,

1978). Bartel suggests that perhaps this has been the case because

so much time and effort have gone into the attempt to make students

literate. Perhaps it also reflects the fact that many children

with essentially no understanding of arithmetic principles are able

to hide behind superficial rote ability in computation.

As Mercer (1979) pointed out, there is still a significant

void in the literature pertaining to the arithmetic needs of the

learning disabled (LD) student. Moreover, there has been little

interest in conducting research in learning disabilities and

arithmetic at the secondary level (Marsh, Gearheart, & Gearheart,

1978). The secondary level learning disabled student should be

expected to develop at least functional abilities in arithmetic

that would ensure competencies for application in most occupations

and in consumer needs. This should be a high priority for learning

disabilities specialists, and becomes a crucial issue in determining

the future of secondary level learning disabled students (Marsh et

al., 1978).
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Although the educationally handicapped adolescent is maturing

sexually, socially, and vocationally, he is nonetheless impeded by

an inability to learn in traditional educational settings (Beattie,

1981). There is much need for individual attention. The literature

reports comparatively fewer activities, programs, tests, metnods,

and materials for instructing children with arithmetical difficulties

than in other academic areas (i.e., music, science, etc.) (Bartel,

1978).

Purpose

One of the primary academic disabilities of learning disabled

adolescents is in arithmetic (Mercer, 1979). Few efforts have been

aimed at examining the teaching of arithmetic to handicapped learners

(Brown, 1975; Johnson, 1979; Marsh et al., 1978; Mercer, 1979).

Several authors recommend the use of educational games for providing

practice of arithmetic skills (Coble & Brady, 1977; Gordon, 1970;

Kennedy & Michon, 1973; Lovinger, 1979; Smith & Backman, 1975).

According to Beattie (1981) games are significantly better than drills

(e.g., worksheets) in both achievement and on-task behavior across

learning disabled and educable mentally retarded populations. The

purpose of this study was to investigate the efficacy of cooperative

and competitive games in remediating the arithmetic deficits of

learning disabled adolescents.
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Problem

What is the effect of cooperative and competitive games with

learning disabled adolescents on arithmetic performance and on-task

behavior?

Variables

The dependent variables in this study are scores on an arithmetic

test and time on-task. The independent variable is the type of learn¬

ing activity, with three levels: (1) cooperative games, (2) competi¬

tive games, and (3) traditional worksheet activities.

Questions

The study was designed to investigate the following questions.

1. Is there a difference in the arithmetic scores among

learning disabled adolescents who participate in cooperative games,

competitive games, and traditional worksheet learning activities?

2. Is there a difference in the amount of time on-task among

learning disabled adolescents who participate in cooperative games,

competitive games, and traditional worksheet learning activities?

3. Is there a relationship between performance and time on-task

for learning disabled adolescents who participate in cooperative games,

competitive games, and traditional worksheet learning activities?

Del imitation

The population of subjects was selected from Howard Bishop Middle

School and Westwood Middle School, Alachua County, Gainesville, Florida.

Only youngsters in grade levels six through eight participated in the

study.
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Limitations

This study is limited to adolescents in the subject population

(i.e., middle school learning disabled adolescents). Because of the

possible educational, social, financial, and cultural differences
' * 4* i---» -i V'—, •- r* «.j-U-s.- .*■> ~ 4- U/>»» rlvMil H wi a»i'^
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United States.

A further limitation of this study centers on the fact that the

ratio of boys to girls used in this study does not represent the pro¬

portion of learning disabled students in learning disabled classrooms.

All of these factors limit the generalizability to other proportions

of boys and girls, age groups and other exceptional children populations

Significance

There is not enough information reported in the literature con¬

cerning the teaching of arithmetic to learning disabled learners

(Brown, 1975; Mercer, 1979). Consequently, research efforts need

to be continued to yield information applicable to the teaching of

arithmetic to learning disabled students.

Definition of Terms

A game may be defined as any simulated contest (play) among

adversaries (players) operating under constraints (rules) for an

objective (winning) (Gordon, 1970).

For the purposes of this study a cooperative game is a method

of academic intervention which is characterized by cooperative inter¬

action of students in a game-like setting (Beattie, 1981; Humphrey,
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1969). Students must perceive that they can obtain their goal if,

and only if, the other students with whom they are linked obtain

their goals (Johnson & Johnson, 1978). Specific verbal instruc¬

tions on cooperative playing were given to the subjects (see
Anr,rw4;v A '

i u i

for the purposes of this study a c^.epetitive game is a method

of academic intervention which is characterized by competitive in¬

teraction of students in a game-like setting (Beattie, 1981;

Humphrey, 1969). Students must perceive that they can obtain their

goals if, and only if, the other students with whom they are linked

fail to obtain their goals (Johnson & Johnson, 1978). Specific

verbal instructions on competitive playing were given to the

subjects (see Appendix A).

For the purposes of this study a traditional worksheet isa

method of teaching based exclusively on repetition (Beattie, 1981).

Worksheets were used in this study. The worksheets could be com¬

pleted independently of teacher supervision with the student

working alone at his desk. Specific verbal instructions on working

with worksheets were given to the subjects (see Appendix A).

The learning disabled adolescent is that student, 12 through

16 years of age, enrolled in a learning disabilities (LD) classroom

in the Alachua County Schools, as defined by the Bureau of Education

of Exceptional Students (BEES), Florida Statutes number 228.041,

the Department of Education, State of Florida, Alachua County

(1981). (See Appendix B for specific procedures used in Alachua

County.)
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The specific learning disabled student is one who exhibits a

disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes in¬

volved in understanding or in using spoken or written language.

These may be manifested in disorders of listening, thinking, read-

-f-“> 1 I'*1 wy* 1 í nn rr Y* d +■ hmo+ r Tl^ow Hr* nnf in-é • • Z) * W | \ ^ , • J i « w • > • - I" - ■ * ^ * •-* * J 1 - 9 • **- ' ' * 1 ' k-' w # ■

eludo learning problo.ee which ro dec primarily to visual, hear¬

ing, or motor handicaps, to mental retardation, to emotional dis¬

turbance, or to any environmental deprivation. This definition is

given by the Bureau of Education of Exceptional Students (BEES),

Florida Statutes number 228.041, the Department of Education, State

of Florida, Alachua County (1981). (See Appendix B for specific

procedures used in Alachua County.)

For the purposes of this study a general definition of on-task

behavior is determined when one or all of the following occur(s):

the subject is looking at the relevant assigned task stimulus (Beattie,

1981; Rose, 1977), putting pencil to paper, directing eye gaze toward

the task, and/or raising hand to ask questions which turn out to be

relevant (Cobb, 1972; Forness, 1973; Lay, 1969; Sparks, 1981;

Stodolsky, 1979).

For the purposes of this study a general definition of off-task

behavior is determined when the subject's eyes are not attending to the

assigned work (Beattie, 1981; Rose, 1977). Motor off-task behavior

consists of any out of seat behavior, doodling, directing eye gaze

away from the task, and pencil not to paper in conjunction with

off-task gaze (Cobb, 1972; Cooper, 1981; Forness, 1973; Nottelmann

& Hill, 1977; Sparks, 1981).
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Summary

Learning disabled adolescents frequently manifest an academic

disability in arithmetic skills. Little information exists con¬

cerning techniques which may be helpful in remediating these

arithmetic deficits. The effectiveness of cooperative games, com¬

petitive games, and traditional worksheet activities as they relate

to learning disabled adolescents' performance on arithmetic and

time on-task was compared. The relationship between performance

on arithmetic and time on-task for learning disabled adolescents

who participate in cooperative games, competitive games, and tradi¬

tional worksheet learning activities was also investigated.



CHAPTER II

KtVItW Ul- I Ht Li ItKAIÜKL

This review examines the literature concerning the use of in¬

structional games in the classroom. Surprisingly, the researcher

found a shortage of literature regarding the use of cooperative

and competitive games to remediate arithmetic deficits. Coopera¬

tive and competitive games are discussed in the literature in

relation to goal structures. Goal structure specifies the type

of goal interdependence existing among students as they work toward

goal accomplishment. The literature supports three goal structures

that teachers may use during instruction, i.e., cooperative, competi¬

tive, and individualistic. In order to maintain relevance to the

present study, the researcher addressed only cooperative and

competitive goal structures.

The literature reviewed in this section was located by several

methods. An ERIC literature search was conducted. Additionally,

the Current Index of Journals in Education and the Education Index

were examined from 1969 to the present date. Key words used in

these searches were arithmetic, children (exceptional), competitive,

cooperative, educational games, exceptional children, qames, and

learning disabilities.

8



Also, the card catalog was used to find relevant textbooks

on the above key words. After relevant textbooks had been secured,

the bibliography of each of the relevant chapters was examined to

identify additional sources.

References selected for inclusion met orn e47 the 47,0 "3

criteria.

1. The reference was dated subsequent to 1969.

2. The reference was published in a refereed journal.

3. The reference was based on Johnson and Johnson's (1975)

guidelines for goal structures (cooperative and compe¬

titive). Each of the goal structures is defined in its

respective area.

The Use of Instructional Games in the Classroom

Games are being used extensively to instruct students. Zieler

(1968) indicates there are several hundred games on a wide variety

of skills available for use in classrooms. These games range from

word games for preschoolers to simulations of complex political,

social, and economic processes for high school and college students

(Gordon, 1970). Inbar and Stoll (1970) report an extensive review

of several theoretical perspectives of converging reasons for the

potential value and use of self-motivating activities as a teaching

medium. "Games are cut off from serious consequences of everyday

life, for the activities within them can be enjoyed for their own

sake" (p. 97).
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There is a scarcity of research on whether or not particular

games have learning effects. Humphrey's (1965, 1966) studies

indicate that students exposed to games involving verbal and number

cues display greater learning than those exposed to the same

material by means of traditional workbook procedures. Alien,

Allen, and Ross (1970) indicate that mathematical games produce

greater amounts of learning in a shorter time when compared to

traditional classroom methods.

Other literature on games suggests that the time devoted to

playing a game produces an amount of learning equal to the same time

spent in classroom learning (Anderson, 1970). In this situation,

learning refers to scores on tests typical of those given in a course.

There is also evidence that games induce individual skills or traits

that are not obtained through traditional teaching methods, e.g.,

decision-making (Anderson, 1970), sense of efficacy (Boocock &

Coleman, 1966).

In addition, Boocock's (1969) finding of a nonsignificant or in¬

consistent relationship between performance in a game and academic

performance has repeatedly occurred. Inbar and Stoll (1970) say this

means "games apparently mobilize intellectual skills unrelated to

verbal skills" (p. 59). Also one of the components of a good game

is chance. Consequently, the low and high ability students in a

class have an equal chance of winning. The implication is that

"games would be especially valuable for the underachiever or the non¬

verbal or cognitively deprived student" (p. 58).
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Inbar and Stoll (1970) offer three reasons why caution must be

used in drawing implications from studies on games. In much of the

work,1.it has been somewhat ad hoc, and investigators generally

d: r*Q + re1 S+.f or mo^cijrpc fr\ a nonor^l

: [■ r . , -».C H 1 , T * V ’ iVA • «t w ^ L

2. the criteria of learning are of unknown validity and

reliability;

3. there is a need for replication of findings with a

wide sampling of games and students.

All problems have not been solved regarding the use of games in

the classroom. The technique will probably be refined in the future.

Very precise evaluation procedures have yet to be developed to prove

beyond an objective doubt that games, in certain circumstances,

teach more effectively than other known methods (Gordon, 1970).

Obviously, the available data are not extensive enough to carve

out a clearcut profile with regard to learning through games

(Humphrey, 1969). It is apparent that existing literature stimulates

many questions, and research needs are numerous.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Games

Clark (1978) notes that although the effectiveness of educational

games has been demonstrated, few secondary teachers have adopted the

technique as an essential component of the curriculum. As she ex¬

amines the benefits attributed to participation in games, she mentions

improvement in IQ scores (Allen, Allen, & Ross, 1970), race relations
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(DeVries & Slavin, 1975), peer tutoring (Hamblin, Buckholdt,

Ferritor, Kozloff, & Blackwell, 1971), attitudes (Boocock &

Schild, 1968; DeVries, 1976; Lee & O'Leary, 1971; Slavin, 1977),

and academic achievement (Boocock & Schild, 1968; Braskamp &

1971 • f'=*vOcr\n 1Q6Q* fh^v^pc; 1Q7?* Fi^hpr

1976; Fletcher, 1971, ücitzmar. 19?A; , t^S). a "umber nf

these studies have identified low-ability students as the primary

beneficiaries, since different learning rates are minimized among

students during gaming. Moreover, Slavin indicates that games

encourage peer interaction while individualized instruction may

result in unintentional social barriers among students.

When Clark examined why games have not consistently produced

outcomes superior to those of traditional teaching, she mentions the

three suggestions given by DeVries: " (1) inadequate integration of

games into the class-reward structure and instructional goals; (2)

introduction of games merely as 'filler1 materials; and (3) exclusive

replacement of traditional learning methods with game strategies"

(p. 109). Edwards and DeVries (1972) note that the effectiveness of

games has been ascribed to their motivational potential, feedback,

and reinforcement for academic skills, and the opportunity they give

teachers to tutor individually.

Cruickshank and Telfer (1980) offer the following advantages of

the use of games.

1. They guarantee participants real life experiences.

2. They allow participants to solve difficult problems.
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3. They provide transfer from the training situation

4. They provide immediate feedback on performance.

5. They are sensitive to time consideration.

6. They enable participants to make discussions and

experience consequences.

7. They are safe.

8. They are fun.

Cruickshank and Telfer (1980) offer some disadvantages

1. Teachers are relatively unfamiliar with games.

2. They require a lot of time.

3. They often focus on peripheral skills rather than

basic skills.

4. They are less accessible to the teacher than other

learning materials.

5. They can be expensive.

Seemingly, the only conclusion that can be drawn here is that

there are both considerable benefits and several problems associated

with the use of games in the classroom. However, research evidence

should be used to assist judgment.

lining Arithmetic Games in Liie Classroom

"Games are fun, and it is ihiDortant to have tun" (K.eer, 19/4,

p. 18). When children are playing arithmetic games in school, fun

is associated with a topic that is not always considered to be

enjoyable. It is impossible and undesirable to organize the majority

of arithmetic instruction around games, but it is sometimes possible
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to develop games in such a way that they complement the regular

arithmetic instruction and thereby justify more classroom time.

It is recognized that arithmetic learning is accomplished via

meaningful experiences and practical applications. However, the
i • ^ i
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The total approach to learning arithmetic uses meaning,
practice and application. The meaning of numbers, the
understanding of a process, the arithmetical structure
involved precedes the practice. Practice then is part
of the learning process which builds accuracy, efficiency
and retention. Purposeful practice in the right amount,
at the right time, will help build the arithmetical
competence that business, science, industry and education
are demanding. Arithmetic games are ideally suited for
a systematic program of practice, (p. 5)

The success of an arithmetic game, like any other material or

technique, is highly dependent on how it is used (Johnson, 1979).

If an arithmetic game is to serve a real function, the following con

siderations, offered by Johnson, should be remembered.

1. Select game materials that relate to the needs of the

class and the learning of important arithmetic skills

and concepts.

2. Use games at the appropriate time over a short period

of time so that students do not lose interest (i.e.,

when skills are being taught or reviewed, "filler" for

free time, etc.)

3. Organize the game situation around maximum involvement of

all students. Avoid embarrassment, the choosing of team

members by captains, and negative comments. Allow
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students to compete when appropriate, with each

working on material according to his ability.4.Plan and organize the game carefully so that the

informality and stimulating setting do not defeat
*

i “ " ¡ /r- T- *■ r 4--»iir»h+ -f-n pla\/' . ~ • * - -
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Expect good work as you would with regular classwork.5.Stress the responsibility of learning the arithmetic

concepts and skills and use follow-up activities to

emphasize this responsibility. Teachers should evaluate

the results by asking themselves whether the game pro¬

moted the desired learning.

In summary, instructional games are only one means for helping

students learn arithmetic. However, games can serve a variety of

functions in the classroom (Johnson, 1979), such as

1. building desirable attitudes towards arithmetic,

2. providing for individual differences,

3. developing concepts,

4. making practice periods pleasant and successful,

5. developing perceptual abilities,

6. providing opportunities for logical thinking or problem

solving.

Teachers should choose games carefully to reinforce the arithmetic

skills students are learning and their use should be planned, not for

play only (Hoffman, 1974).
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Learning disabilities and arithmetic. Although limited litera¬

ture exists concerning arithmetic problems and remediation, large num¬

bers of children and adolescents continue to experience failure

in this area of the curriculum (Wallace & McLoughlin, 1979). Students
' * » • 1 .• I
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reports that 88 percent of the children referred to the learning

disabilities program in her study were one to three years below the

expected grade level in arithmetic computation. Likewise, 52 percent

of the learning disabled population used in Brenton and Gilmore's

(1976) study had educationally significant low scores in arithmetic.

Despite the diversity of information provided by people working

in the field, and the limited information available, some general

factors have been related to learning disabilities in arithmetic.

Students with learning disabilities in arithmetic may be having diffi¬

culty because of ineffective instruction (Bartel, 1978; Otto,

McMenemy, & Smith, 1973), which probably accounts for more cases of

problems in arithmetic than any other factor. Wallace and McLoughlin

term it "poor teaching," where there is a lack of sequential skill

development and the use of inappropriate teaching materials.

Other general reasons could be those of difficulties in abstract or

symbolic thinking (Bartel, 1978), lack of learning readiness (Wallace

& McLoughlin, 1979; Otto et a!., 1973), inappropriate emphasis

(emphasis on rote learning of isolated skills and facts) (Wallace &
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McLoughlin, 1979), reading and memory disorders (Bartel, 1978;

Johnson & Myklebust, 1976), poor attitudes and anxiety (Bartel,

1978) or interest and motivation (Wallace & McLoughlin, 1979).

These disorders often place a learning disabled adolescent two to

U111 y i auc
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Teacutrs mus l be sensicive to these general deficits end the

types of instructional methods and materials they use with arith¬

metic learning disabled students.

Games and the learning disabled. The learning disabled student

who has arithmetic deficits may exhibit deficits in perception, direc¬

tionality, abstract or logical thinking, memory and reading (Bartel,

1978). Teachers must be sensitive to these deficits and instructional

techniques used with the learning disabled (Beattie, 1981).

Games give students a variety of ways to deal with a topic, allow

active participation in the learning process, provide repeated ex¬

posure without becoming tiresome, and enrich students' backgrounds

(Kennedy & Michon, 1973). The learning disabled student has tradi¬

tionally been given textbooks, flashcards, worksheets or ditto

approaches to gain practice (Beattie, 1981; Kennedy & Michon, 1973).

These authors note that while these may be used successfully with

some students, learning disabled students are likely to become bored

and are not likely to benefit from practice.

Kennedy and Michon (1973) state that games can be used along with

other materials to stimulate practice sessions and heighten student

interest and motivation in maintaining skills and concepts.
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Disguising a drill in a game format may well foster greater partici¬

pation of students (Beattie, 1.181). In a game there is no guarantee

that "the smartest" students wi.1 win. There is no monopolizing

of activity by "the smartest," si ice everybody participates at the

same time (Gordon, 1970). in otner words, all students nave a

realistic chance of success. Additionally, Gordon points out that

students do not have to worry about grades when playing games; while

teachers may have problems with this notion, it removes inhibition

from the student. He also mentions tiat games offer more leadership

roles than are generally available in other activities. These

differences become apparent to students, and from there on they are

able to devote their attention to the activity at hand without

worrying about the cues and signals, the penalties and rewards that

usually demand attention. Because it is only a game, students cannot

lose much. Consequently, with the use of games, teachers are able

to provide students practice in the basic skills as well as the areas

of deficits as mentioned earlier.

Summary of Related Literature on Use
of Games in the Classroom

The limited research available concerning the use of games in the

classroom clearly indicates a need for further research and explora¬

tion. There needs to be a closer examination of the advantages and

disadvantages of the use of games in the classroom and their potential

as instructional alternatives. More specifically, there is a scarcity

of literature on arithmetic and remediation needs of the learning

disabled student.
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Whatever the technique used to remediate arithmetic deficits

with the learning disabled, one must keep in mind the kinds of

general problems that may be present. Games are only one means

of helping students with arithmetic needs, and should not be viewed

as a panacea tor educational problems. UnquesrionaDiy, learning

arithmetic is nurtured by a variety ot systematic practices and

drills. Arithmetic games are ideally suited for such purposes.

Games, used at the right time, for the right purpose in the right

way, can be an excellent vehicle for reinforcing the arithmetic

skills students are learning.

Goal Structures

A goal is a desired state of future affairs (e.g., a completion

of an arithmetic assignment) and goal structure specifies the type

of goal interdependence present among students as they work toward

goal accomplishment (Johnson & Johnson, 1978). The Johnsons point

out that teachers can structure student learning goals so that

students are in small groups helping each other become proficient

in assigned work, in a win-1 ose situation to determine who is best,

or on their own learning individualistically (see Figure 1).

There are three goal structures that teachers may use during

instruction (Deutsch, 1962; Johnson & Johnson, 1975). These goal

structures are

1. cooperative (positive goal interdependence)

2. competitive (negative goal interdependence)

3. individualistic (no goal interdependence)
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However, for the purposes of maintaining relevance to this study,

the researcher addressed only cooperative and competitive goal

structures.

Cooperative Goal Structures

In a cooperative goal structure "students perceive that they

can reach their goal if, and only if, the other students with whom

they are linked reach their goals" (Johnson & Johnson, 1975, p. 3).

For example, this situation would occur when a group of students are

working together to answer a set of comprehension questions after

reading a story, presenting a skit for a required theme requested
I

by the teacher, watching a movie or play together and brainstorming

afterwards to present a report to the class.

This review of related literature is presented in terms of (a)

academic achievement, (b) student attitudes about cooperation and

competition and attitudes toward schooling, and (c) using the coopera

tive goal structure appropriately.

Academic achievement. Johnson and Johnson and their students

have conducted five studies examining the relative effects of coopera

tive, competitive, and individualistic goal structures on achievement

and a variety of school related tasks (academic achievement was one

of the dependent variables, along with social-affective measures)

(Johnson & Johnson, 1975; Sharan, 1980). Each of these studies

indicates superior achievement results for the cooperative as compared

to a competitive and an individualistic learning method. The studies

focused on students in grades one through six, three of the studies
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were with white middle class students (Johnson, Johnson, Johnson, &

Anderson, 1976; Johnson, Johnson, & Scott, 1978; Johnson, Johnson,

& Skon, 1979). In the cooperative condition, in each study,

subjects were instructed to work together as a group, completing

one paper or set of papers as a group, with an inemoerb snariny

materials and ideas and neiping each other, i ney were mstru<_Leo

to make sure each member was involved and agreed on the answers.

The teacher praised and rewarded the groups on the basis of each

group's achievement (Johnson, Johnson, & Skon, 1979; Johnson, Johnson,

& Tauer, 1979; Johnson, Skon, & Johnson, 1980). In each of these

studies, except Johnson, Skon, and Johnson (1980), the task required

primarily math and verbal drill-review, or perceptual-level function¬

ing in geometry, rather than eliciting and assessing higher level

cognitive skills (Sharan, 1980). In the studies that compared coopera¬

tive with individualistic conditions, Johnson, Johnson, Johnson, and

Anderson (1976) and Johnson, Johnson, and Scott (1978), the tasks were

without structured peer tutoring, and the cooperative team condition

was still more effective than the individualistic condition.

In the Johnson, Skon, and Johnson (1980) study, which was pointed

out above as being the only one of the five studies conducted that

did not require subjects to complete a single collective task, some

very important results were reported. Ihese researchers used a

population of 45 first graders from middle and working class back¬

grounds. Fifteen students, selected by a stratified random sampling

procedure, were assigned to each of the cooperative, competitive,
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and individualistic learning structures. Also, each condition

employed three different learning tasks involving categorizing

and retrieval of 12 nouns; a spatial-reasoning problem consisting

of a diagram containing an ambiguous number of triangles; and

wav’ha 1 problem-solving consi stir n of in math <;torv nroblpms.

All ctcdcrts participated •?- si. in^-t ■■-uctiopal session*- of fiO

minutes each. Prior to the study all of the students had partici¬

pated in all three of the learning methods, and were familiar

with the procedures of each condition.

The findings indicate that students in the cooperative condition

outperformed students in the other two conditions on free recall,

spontaneous retrieval (noun memory task), and verbal problem-solving

(mathematics). On spatial-reasoning, students from cooperative and

competitive conditions did better than those in the individualistic

condition. Students in the cooperative condition used superior

strategies and were more aware of using this approach than the

students in the competitive and the individualistic condition.

The cooperative group perceived higher levels of peer support and

encouragement for learning. The former group also displayed

superior logic on the verbal reasoning task. Finally, high

ability students in the cooperative condition consistently

achieved more than did the high ability students in the competitive

and individualistic conditions. Table 1 presents a review of

studies of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic goal struc¬

tures on academic achievement.



Table1

Studieso+'Cooperative,Competitive,andIndividualistic GoalStructuresonAcademicAchievement
Author(s)

Population/ Assignment

Comparisons

Duration

Measures

Results

Johnson,

Whitemiddle-class
Determinethetype
Sixinstruc¬
1.Achievement
Onall6tasks,

Johnson,

1stgraders

oftask(6different)
tionalsessions
testoreach

subjectsincoop.

&Skon

Cooperative,N=36
onwhichcoop.,comp.,
of40minutes

task

conditionachieved

(1979)

Competitive,N=14
andindiv.goal

each

2.Subject;1
higherthansub¬

Individualistic,N=14
structureswillpromote

perception!of
jectsindiv.on

28males,36females
highachievement

tasksesbring
mathandreading

Agerange5.11-7.10

easyorhatd
drillreview,

Stratifiedrandom

(questiann¿ire)
sequencingand

assignment(high,

visualsorting

medium,lowinread¬

accordingto

ingandmathability

attributestask.

ineachcondition,

Ontriangleiden¬

approx.=%of

tificationtasks

male-femalesin

subjectsinindiv.

eachcondition

andcoop,achieved higherthansub¬ jectsincomp.In generalsubjects incoop,felttasks wereeasierthan subjectsincomp, andindiv.

ro



Table1—Continued

Author(s)Population'ComparisonsDurationMe&sures Assignment

Results

Johnson, Johnson, &Tauer (1979)

Competitionresultedin higherachievementand strongerperceptionsof teacheracademicand personalsupportthan indiv.Nosignificant differenceamongcon¬ ditionsonthemeasure ofself-acceptance.

Nongraded4ti,5th and6thgrad» sections,miIdle andlowermiidle- classbackgrounds. N=32malesaid37 females.Raidonr assignment(23in eachcondition, nearlyeqial male-females)

Coop.vs.comp, vs.indiv. learningsitua¬ tionsonself¬ esteem

5days

1.Studentatti-
Cooperationpromoted

tudestowardper-strongerperceptionsof ceivedacceptanceteacheracademicand byteacher,peers andoneself. (attitudeques¬ tionnaires) 2.Achievement test

personalsupportthan indiv.,strongerper¬ ceptionsofpeer academicandpersonal supportthancomp,or indiv.;higherachieve¬ mentthancomp,or indiv.

Johnson, Skon,& Johnson (1980)

1stgraders, middleand workingclass background. N=27males,18 females. Stratifiec randomsanpiirig (sameasfirst study)

1.Coop.vs. indiv.condi¬ tionson problem-solving performance. 2.Three differentlearn¬ ingtasks.

6instruc¬ tional sessionsof 60minutes each

1.Achievementon eachtask,quality ofstrategyused oneachperception ofpeersupport forlearning (achievementtest andquestionnaire)
Onall3tasks,subjects incoop,achievedhigher thansubjectsinindiv. andon2of3taskssub¬ jectsachievedhigher thancomp. Nosignificantdiffer¬ encebetweencomp,and indiv.condition.

ro

ui



Table1—Continued

Author(s)

Population/ Assignment

ComparisonsDurationMeasures
Results

Subjectsincoop,used higherqualitystrate¬ gieson3tasksthan comp,andindiv.andper¬ ceivedhigherlevelsof peersupportanden¬ couragementforlearning. Highabilitystudentsin coop,generallyachieved higherthansubjectsin theother2conditions.

Johnson, Johnson, Johnson,& Anderson (1976)

5thgrade,white workingclassback¬ ground.N=30. Matchedonachieve¬ mentinlang.arts, randomlyassigned togroups.Coop. N=9boys,7girls. Indiv.N=7boys, 7girls

Coop.vs.indiv. learningonstudent abilitytotakethe affectiveperspec¬ tiveofothers, altruism,attitudes towardclassroom life,andenrich¬ ment

45-60minutes perdayfor 17days

1.Achievement tests 2.Interviews:o measurealtruistic behaviorandafee• tiveperspectie takingability 2.Questionnai-e onattitudeof 1earning (MinnesotaSch.ol AffectiveAssess¬ ment)

Coop,comparedtoindiv. learningresultsin greaterabilitytotake theaffectiveperspective ofothers,morealtruism, morepositiveattitudes towardclassroomlife, andhigherachievement.
ro

cr>



Table1—Continued

Author(s)

Population/ Assignment

Comparisons

Duration

Johnson,

Advancedmath
Coop.vs.indiv.
1hourdaily

Johnson,

classof5th

conditionson

for50days

&Scott

and6thgraders,
attitudetoward

(1978)

white.N=30

heterogeneity
boysandgirls

amongpeers;self¬
inupper-middle

esteem;attitude
classschool.

towardteacher
Coop.N=16,

peers;conflict;
9boys,7girls.
internallocusof

Indiv.N=14,
control;achieve¬

3boys,11 girls.Ran¬ domlydivided (control1ing formath ability)

ment

Measures

Results

1.Dailylogof teacherobservations 2.Teacherinter¬ views(individual andcoop,groups) todeterminesub¬ jects'perception totheirrespective goalstructures 3.Sociogramcompl?tec bysubjectsbefore andafterstudy 4.Achievementtes; 5.Postexperimental questionnaire (MinnesotaSchool AffectiveAchieve¬ ment) 6.Subjectsinter¬ viewedby2univer¬ sitystudentsto measureattitudes towardethnicand.ex roleheterogeneity amongpeers.

Cooperativelearning promotedmorepositive attitudestoward heterogeneityamong peers;higherself¬ esteem;morepositive attitudestowardthe teacher,fellowco- operators,andcon¬ flict;moreinternal locusofcontrol;and higherdailyachieve¬ ment

no
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Student attitudes about cooperation and competition and

attitudes toward schooling. There is a considerable amount of

research that indicates cooperative learning conditions, when com¬

pared to competitive ones, promote more positive relationships among
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learning activities, positive self-attitudes, and a variety of other

affective and cognitive learning outcomes including higher achieve¬

ment (Johnson & Ahlgren, 1976; Johnson, Johnson, & Anderson, 1978).

Furthermore, there is evidence that the majority of students perceive

school as being competitively structured, but prefer cooperative

experiences (Johnson & Johnson, 1976), that American students are

more competitive than are children from other countries and become more

competitive the longer they are in school or the older they become

(Johnson & Johnson, 1975). In short, this research implies that

while cooperation among students is more facilitative of education,

competition is more frequently emphasized.

Johnson and Ahlgren (1976) submitted correlational analyses to

determine the relationships between scales measuring student attitudes

toward cooperation and competition and scales measuring their attitudes

toward (a) relationships with school personnel, (b) motivation to

learn, (c) relationships with other students, (.d) involvement in

learning activities, (e) personal worth as a student, and (f)

restraints on student behavior. Over 2,400 students in grades two

to 12 participated in the study.
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Data on student attitudes were obtained with the Minnesota

School Affective Assessment (MSAA). The MSAA consists of two

parts; a series of five-level semantic differential questions and

a series of four-level true-false items. Findings of (b), (c), and

abO'/P 3 re nf n*rtÍCIíl f*r intprpqf +n t-hp nrpcppt cturlv and will
* * J

be discussed below.

Findings regarding being motivated to learn reveal student

cooperativeness is positively related to students' seeing themselves

as being intrinsically motivated to learn. The more cooperative

students' attitudes also indicate confidence in their own efforts

as determinants of their own school success. They also value getting

good grades, being good students, and believing that ideas, feelings

and learning new ideas are significant and positive. This study also

indicates that competitiveness is positively related to students'

seeing themselves as being extrinsically motivated in elementary and

junior high schools. The more competitive students' attitudes, how¬

ever, are somewhat related to intrinsic motivation, to being good

students, and to getting good grades in senior high school.

Findings concerning students' relationships with other students

indicate that cooperativeness is positively related to wanting to

listen to, help, and do schoolwork with other students. It is also

positively related to attitudes toward students who are not as smart as

or smarter than oneself, and being liked by other students. Coopera¬

tive attitudes are negatively related to wanting to work alone. On

the other hand, competitiveness tends to be related positively to
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liking to work alone, although this relationship decreases in high

school.

Finally, findings for student involvement in learning activities

indicate that cooperativeness is fairly consistently related posi¬

tively to students' seeing tnemseives as expressing tneir íoeas ana

feelings in large and small classes and listening to the teacner.

There is a relation between competitiveness and beliefs that one

is not able to express oneself in class, is not listened to by

teachers, and is not able to ask or answer questions in class but

it decreases and becomes insignificant in senior high school.

Johnson, Johnson, and Anderson (1978) conducted a similar study

with 8,100 students in grades four to 12, measuring attitudes toward

cooperation, competition, and individualism and attitudes toward the

same as (a) through (f) listed above. Findings corroborate those

found in the above study.

Using the cooperative goal structure appropriately. From a

practical perspective, Johnson and Johnson (1975, 1978) recommend

that the cooperative goal structure be used much more frequently in

instructional situations. It should be used most of the time in

school and should provide the overall context for learning. The

conditions under which it is effective and desirable are whenever

it is important for students to be motivated, involved, and attend¬

ing; whenever it is important to master, retain, and apply knowledge

and skills; and whenever positive student attitudes are desired. If

the task is very simple and can be completed without assistance from
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someone else, then, cooperative goal structuring should not be used.

Supplemental use of competitive and individualistic goal structures

would be more appropriate in the situation of a simple task.

Johnson and Johnson further contend that most teachers know

how to implement competitive ana inaiviauahstic goal structures

within instructional activities. However, the teacher's role in

implementing cooperative structured learning is often ambiguous.

The teacher's role in cooperative instruction is reviewed in this

section.

Essentially, cooperative teaching involves assigning a group

goal, such as producing a single product, and rewarding every group

member on the basis of the group product on a fixed set of standards.

However, teaching a cooperative lesson involves more than setting up

a cooperative goal structure. A brief summary of Johnson and Johnson's

tips on the teacher's role in cooperative instruction follows:

1. Specify the instructional objectives as much as possible.

2. Select the optimal group size based on the age of students

and resources needed to complete the lesson.

3. Assign students to groups (maximizing heterogeneity), or

randomly assign to ensure a good mixture, or allow

students to choose groups, or group by ability.

4. Arrange the classroom in cluster groups to avoid other

student interference and maximize group participation.

Circles are best. Avoid long tables.

5. Provide the appropriate materials and distribute them

among the group.
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6. Explain the task and the cooperative goal structure.

7. Observe the student-student interaction.

8. Intervene as a consultant.

9. Evaluate the group products, using a criterion-referenced

evaluation system.

Summary of research on cooperative goal structure. When the

task involves free recall, spontaneous retrieval, and verbal problem

solving, the research studies of Johnson and Johnson indicate that a

cooperative learning condition results in higher achievement than

competitive and individualistic learning conditions. There is con¬

siderable evidence that cooperative learning conditions, when compared

with competitive ones, have a more positive relationship with students'

being motivated to learn, their relationship with other students, and

their involvement in learning activities. It has been recommended

that the cooperative goal structure be used in the vast majority of

instructional situations, unless the task is very simple and can be

completed without someone assisting. If the task is very simple,

then the competitive or individualistic goal structures are recommended.

Competitive Goal Structures

Students in a competitive goal structure "perceive that uiey can

reach their goals if, and only if, the other students with wnom they

are linked fail to reach their goals" (Johnson & Johnson, 1978, p. 3)

An example of this situation is a math quiz where students are rank

ordered from the student with the most correct answers to the student

with the least number of correct responses. Another example is a



situation of a class spelling contest where all of the students in

the class start off in the contest and the contest continues until

one student outperforms all of the other students.

This review of related literature is presented in terms of

academic achievement and using the competitive goal structure

appropriately.

Academic achievement. Miller and Hamblin (1963) reviewed 24

studies concerning cooperative and competitive goal structures. They

found that in 14 competitive learning resulted in higher achievement

than did cooperative learning, while in 10 cooperative learning was

demonstrated as more effective. Michaels (1977) selected 10 studies

to review on three goal structures and found that in seven competitive

learning promoted higher achievement than did cooperative or indivi¬

dualistic learning.

The research indicates that competition may be superior to

cooperative or individualistic goal structures when a task is a

simple drill activity or when sheer quantity of work is desired on a

mechanical or ski 11-oriented task that requires little if any help

from another person (Johnson & Johnson, 1975, 1978). Clayton (1964)

spent a week ir> a t.vpe'“'''‘iting classroom where he implemented an
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three categories of competitive drill; namely, self-competition,

individual competition, and group competition. Findings indicate the

competitive elements should not be overemphasized to the point of

forgetting the purpose of the main task and that of developing speed

and accuracy. When administering competitive drill, keep things
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simple so that students' time will not be wasted in explaining pro¬

cedures and reporting results. Students seem to prefer competitive

drills where short bursts of speed and drills for accuracy are

involved. The self-competition method seems to be most appropriate

when the drill material ana procedure couia De used with any or one

three methods of competition, the utilization of a variety of

competitive procedures is more feasible than the use and probable

overuse of one type of competitive procedure to the exclusion of all

others. Students tend to respond much better to competitive drills

when such drills are not overemphasized in the typewriting classroom.

Clifford (1971) found individual competition to strengthen performance

more effectively than both individual and group reward contingencies.

Individual competition was more effective than individual reward con¬

tingencies in strengthening students' performances on digit-letter

substitution problems.

Deutsch (1953) conducted an experiment to demonstrate the

effects of a "competitive situation" and a "cooperative situation"

upon achievement, cohesion, and other matters. The experiment went

roughly as follows. Students in the industrial psychology classes

were given hypothetical human relations problems to discuss and solve.

There were two different reward structures: (a) In some classes,

each member was told that he and his four peers would each be ranked

from one to five according to the contribution of each to the dis¬

cussion and to the problem's solution. At the end of the semester,

each student's grade was based on the average of his ranks through
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the semester, (b) In five other classes, each class was told that it

would be ranked as a class from one to five on the basis of its solu¬

tion to the problems. At the end of the semester, the ranks of the

five classes were averaged, and the members of each class graded

according to their class's average rank, inereiore, in conaiuun

(a), each student was being compared with his classmates; in condi¬

tion (b), each class was being compared with other classes.

Deutsch's findings all favor condition (b). The solutions to

the problems were better among the classes in condition (b); the

class members hindered one another in the discussion under condition

(a), but aided one another under condition (b); the feeling of class

members toward one another was more positive under condition (b)

than pnder condition (a).

The structure of reward under condition (a) included individuals

compared with others in the same group and rewarded relative to these

others. This produced competitiveness between individuals. On the

other hand, in condition (b), groups were compared with other groups

and rewarded relative to the other groups. This produced competitive¬

ness between groups. Yet although there was competition in both

situations, the second kind of competition produced very different

consequences from the first; in achievement, in the group members'

feelings toward one another, in the unity of the group. As long as

the group was competing against other groups, one member's achieve¬

ment benefitted, rather than lowered, the position of other members

of his group; consequently, the group's response to his achievement

was positive rather than negative.



When the competition was between individuals, the fact that

one individual's achievement lowered the position of other group

members produced interference with one person's efforts by other

members, though the interference was perhaps unconscious and subtle.

Whpn the comnetition was between arouDS. there was support of one

nprcnn1 s p-Pfpr+s by in thp oroun.
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Using the competitive goal structure approach appropriately.

Although many research studies indicate that cooperative learning

conditions are more effective than competitive ones, there are condi¬

tions under which competitive learning conditions may be used

profitably by the teacher. "If students can compete for fun and

enjoyment, win or lose, competitive drills are an effective change

of pace in the classroom (Johnson & Johnson, 1978, p. 11). Johnson

and Johnson state that competition is effective in increasing student

performance on a simple drill activity or a speed-related task when

sheer quantity of work is desired on a project that requires minimal

or no assistance from another person: spelling, vocabulary, math

drills, writing practice, word recognition, recall of facts and dates,

hand-eye coordination, and athletic contests. In other words, when

the instructional goals are to review, drill, or achieve quantity

on a simple task, the teacher may wish to use competition. A brief

summary of Johnson and Johnson's tips follows.

1. Competition can be productively used when it is not

important whether one wins or loses. Otherwise,

high levels of anxiety appear and other destructive

consequences as well.
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2. All students should perceive that they have an equal

chance of winning. Add the elements of chance

(i.e., skip a turn, go back one space, etc.). Students

will not compete if they perceive they do not have an

equal chance a

J. id l\C. Jwtl C « w , rM u ■3 p H3 ai.vi i & ere »-1

clear. Otherwise, students will increase their anxiety,

which ruins competition.

4. All students need to be able to observe the progress

of their competitors during the competition, so that

they can determine whether they are ahead or behind.

Summary of research on competitive goal structure. When the

instructional goals are to review, drill, or achieve quantity on a

simple task, the Johnsons1 research indicates that a competitive learn¬

ing condition more than a cooperative or an individualistic condition

results in increased student performance. It has been recommended

that the competitive goal structure be used when it is not important

whether one wins or loses, when all students perceive they have an

equal chance to win, when clearly defined rules, procedures and

answers are communicated at the beginning, and where students can

evaluate their skills.
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Summary of Related Literature

The scarcity of literature available concerning the use of

games as an instructional alternative in the classroom clearly

indicates a need for further research. Specifically, there is

limited literature on arithmetic and remediation,needs of the

learning disabled student. While arithmetic games are ideally

suited for systematic practice and drill, there is no literature

on cooperative and competitive games reinforcing and remediating

arithmetic learning.

However, there is considerable literature on cooperative and

competitive goal structures, which can obviously be related to games.

There is disagreement as to the relative effects of the two goal

structures on achievement and productivity. Some research clearly

indicates that cooperative learning conditions result in higher

achievement, while other research indicates that competitive learning

conditions result in higher achievement. There is evidence that both

cooperative and competitive conditions have a positive relationship

to student attitudes about cooperation and competition and attitudes

toward schooling. And both goal structures are effective, when used

with the right instructional goal, in tne nqnt way. Yec there ¡3

a need to look at cooperative and competitive games to remediate

basic math facts.
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Chapter III presents the methods and procedures of this study.

This chapter is organized into four major sections: (a) a descrip¬

tion of the sample, (b) a description of the instrument, (c) a

description of the procedures, which includes group assignment,

intervention for the experimental groups, the control group,

observation of on-task and the posttest, and (d) the design and

data analysis.

The Sample

#

The research for this study was conducted in Alachua County

Public School System, Gainesville, Florida. Alachua County is

located in north central Florida.

The subjects consisted of 36 sixth through eighth grade

learning disabled adolescents enrolled in exceptional student

education (ESE) classes in mathematics. The criteria used to

determine specific learning disabilities are listed in Appendix

B. Subjects1 ages ranged from 11 to 15, and subjects' scores on

the screening instrument (Pretest, Computational Skills Sur¬

vey, Form A, Brigance, 1981) were rank ordered, then

39
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subjects were assigned to the three learning activities. Twelve

subjects were assigned to participate in cooperative games, 12 to

competitive games, and 12 worked with traditional worksheets. The

groups consisted of a similar distribution of boys and girls, and

grade levels (six through eigntj. bixty-Tour percent ot tne suDjects

were obtained from one school and 36 percent from anotner.

The Instrument

The instrument selected for use in this study was a modified

version of the Computational Skills Survey, a test from the Brigance

Diagnostic Inventory of Essential Skills. The Brigance was developed

by Albert H. Brigance (1981), designed specifically for secondary

students with special needs. The Computational Skills Survey has

two forms, A and B, and is comprised of 25 items on each form (see

Appendix C). The researcher added an additional 25 items to each

form so that there were two arithmetic problems to represent each

skill analysis objective (see Appendix D). The purpose of the compu¬

tational assessment is to determine which basic computational skills

(i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) the

student has mastered well and which skills should be taught. The

materials have been designed so that they can be used either for

individuals or groups or both, with the student giving his or her

responses in writing.

The Brigance Inventory of Essential Skills, a criterion-referenced

test, was field tested and evaluated by more than 100 participants
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representing 55 programs in 26 states and two sites in Canada,

Langley and Vancouver. Seventy-six of 101 criterion-referenced

tests (excluding "Oral Reading" and "Reading Comprehension") were

rated by at least 95 percent of the personnel as having validity for

assessing tne respective skill sequence, umy iive oi iui enter ¡un¬

referenced tests were rated by more than lu percent oi me person¬

nel as not having adequate validity (Brigance, 1981). Reliability

information is not reported for the Inventory.

Procedures

Group Assignment

The independent variable in this study was the type of learning

activity which had three levels: (1) cooperative games (experimental

group A), (2) competitive games (experimental group B), and (3)

the traditional worksheet (control group); Thirty-six learning

disabled adolescents with disabilities in arithmetic, from grades

six to eight constituted the sample for this study. The selection

of students for placement in either the experimental or control

groups was conducted in the following manner. The students were

administered the Computational Skills Survey, form A, which was

used as a screening device (pretest) to determine students with

arithmetic disabilities in the four operational areas of arithme¬

tic (i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division).

Those students who scored less than 80 percent on this test con¬

stituted the pool of subjects. Subjects were ranked on their

test scores from highest to lowest by class periods. There were not
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more than six subjects attending ESE math classes per period (first

through seventh) in either school. Because two treatment conditions

required groups of children, subjects were assigned to treatments based

on the number of students attending ESE math classes each period.

f\lrr - ^ 4-L- -í rr. -í 1 -> <n m -> 4- \r> nhí 1 f \ « -'o fnnofhor
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Twelve objects were assigned tc the Generative games group, 12 fa th-

competitive games group, and 12 to the traditional worksheet group.

Intervention for the Experimental Groups

This study implemented cooperative and competitive conditions in

as constructive and effective way possible, based on the procedures

used in a series of 12 studies by Johnson and Johnson (1978), with a

few modifications in the competitive games group condition (see

Appendix F). The researcher trained a teacher to facilitate coopera¬

tive game, competitive game, and traditional worksheet learning

activities. The researcher served as the second teacher. Each day

of the study the teacher met with the researcher to review plans for

the presentation of the learning activities so that all relevant pro¬

cedures were strictly followed. The teachers rotated in the two

schools weekly, and on the last week they rotated schools every other

day for an even number of days. Each teacher taught each of the

learning a
r* 4- -í w •? 4- -í r* i 1 \/
u u » v i u I L ^ uti i

The study focused on remediating arithmetic disabilities. Each

day during the arithmetic period the subjects went to their assigned

areas of the ESE classroom. The total arithmetic class time was 45

minutes. The first five minutes were used by the teachers to read
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written directions for explaining the tasks and learning conditions,

so that instructions were consistent between teachers. The daily

activities (games and worksheets) and their response sheets were

distributed. The total instructional time was 25 minutes. After

the instructional period, tne last lb minutes were used to collect

and score response sheets, with the number wrong on each response

sheet taken as the group score or individual score.

The work assignments were based on each subject's instructional

level in one of the four operational areas. This was determined by

the consistency of arithmetic problems incorrect on the screening

test in rank order of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division. In other words, if a subject had most of the addition

and subtraction problems correct on the screening test but consistently

missed multiplication problems, he received instruction in multiplica¬

tion. When a subject mastered (85 percent) the operational area he

was initially given instruction in, he was given instruction in the

next respective area.

The intervention technique used for experimental group A con¬

sisted of cooperative games to remediate arithmetic disabilities.

The games used emphasized the appropriate arithmetic content for

each subject. In the cooperative game activity the subjects were

assigned to four groups: four groups of three members each. Subjects

were instructed to work together as a group, completing one daily

response sheet as a group, with all members sharing materials and

ideas, making sure all members were involved and understood how to
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derive each answer, seeking help and clarification from fellow group

members rather than the teacher. Subjects in each group were re¬

quired to sign the paper, indicating that they understood how to

solve each problem. Each day the teacher randomly selected one

suoject rrom eacn group to explain now lo bolve a problem as a

check on wnether or not subjects were following instructions and

making sure everyone understood how to solve each problem. All

members of the cooperative game group received a group score. No

competition between groups or between persons was structured into

the evaluation. The teacher praised and rewarded the groups on the

basis of each group's achievement.

The intervention technique used for experimental group B con¬

sisted of competitive games to remediate arithmetic disabilities.

These games emphasized the appropriate arithmetic content for each

subject. The competitive game activity was structured to maximize

the likelihood that the constructive and appropriate use of competition

would be demonstrated. Subjects were assigned to four clusters: four

clusters of three subjects each. To ensure that all subjects in this

learning activity believed that they had an equal chance of winning,

the clusters competed for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. After each

instructional session, subjects were informed of the results. Each

cluster member's gameboard was identical. To add to the element of

chance, surprise factors such as go to jail, skip a space, work one

extra math problem were added to the gameboards. This was designed

to maintain subjects' perceptions that each had a reasonable chance

of winning. Although each cluster represented a similar level of

ability, when mastery is achieved in the four operational areas,
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speed is equivocal (Mercer & Mercer, 1981). While subjects

competed, they were instructed to work alone, attempt to win in

their clusters, and seek help and clarification from the teacher

when they needed to. Subjects were seated with others in their

cluster at a large table. Although subjects worked alone, they

were instructed to be aware of their competitors' progress by

noticing when they raised their hands to signal completion of a

task. As subjects raised their hands, the teacher collected the

response sheets and numbered them in the order received. The

response sheets were scored individually to determine 1st, 2nd,

and 3rd place within each cluster. The winners were determined by

who finished first with the greatest amount of accuracy. The teacher

praised and rewarded on the basis of the individual performance of the

winner in each cluster.

The Control Group

The control group consisted of subjects working with traditional

worksheets (dittos). The worksheet has been the regular classroom

and ESE teachers' traditional method for remediating arithmetic dis¬

abilities. The traditional worksheets used emphasized the appropriate

arithmetic content tor each subject. In tne traditional worksheet

activity the subjects were instructed to work alone, avoid inter¬

action with others, do their best work and seek help and clarification

from the teacher. Subjects were instructed to work at their own

pace, doing as much of the assigned material as possible in the time

allowed. Subjects were separated to minimize distractions. The

response sheets were scored individually and the teacher praised each

subject individually on the basis of one's own work.
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Each subject received intervention on their instructional level

in each respective arithmetic operation, regardless of his or her

group placement. The duration of the study was approximately 13-17

periods of instruction over a three week period. During the study,

observations were made of the subjects on-task behavior while

working in the three learning activities. At the end of the study,

subjects were given a posttest, form B of the Computational Skills

Survey. The hypotheses were tested.

Observation of On-Task Behavior

The two dependent variables included in the study were (a) scores

on the arithmetic posttest and (b) time on-task, which was observed and

measured by using the following procedure. The observers used for

data collection of subjects' on-task behavior in the three types of

learning activities were six doctoral students in the Department of

Special Education of the College of Education. Prior to data collec¬

tion, the observers were trained to be behavioral observers by the

researcher during a pre-experimental training period. The researcher

used a 25 minute videotape of a middle school arithmetic lesson in the

classroom setting to train observers. The observers acquired the

following skills: (a) accurate observation of time on-task (see

definition in Chapter I) and (b) facility with the recording form

(see Appendix E) and a watch, while viewing the videotape. Neither

the observers nor the subjects were informed of the actual purpose

of the study in order to prevent an observer bias. During the pre-

experimental period, paired observers were assigned the same student
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to observe on videotape. After the observers had recorded the

assigned students' on-task behavior (see form, Appendix E), inter¬

rater agreement was ascertained between the paired observers. An

interrater agreement of .80 was required of all paired observers

for tnree consecutive times berore data collection Degan.

The duration or the study consisted of approximately 13-17

periods of instruction with the assigned activities over a three-week

period. The observers observed the subjects on three different

occasions, at random, during the study period. The six observers

observed no more than three subjects per session. The subjects were

observed in their ESE arithmetic classes, during the 25-minute instruc¬

tional time alloted for working on the three types of learning

activities. The observers synchronized their watches and looked up

at the subjects they were observing every 30 seconds. If the subjects

were on-task the observers recorded a "+" and for off-task observers

recorded a This allowed for 50 observations per subject, each

time the subject was observed.

Arithmetic Posttest

Subjects were administered an arithmetic posttest, form B of the

Computational Skills Survey, to determine the differences between

groups. The test was administered to subjects individually on two

different days (last two days of the study). The highest score of the

two was used.
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Design and Data Analysis

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of

cooperative and competitive games on arithmetic performance and

on-task behavior. The independent variable was the type of learn-

ctivity, with three levels: (1) cooperative games, (2)■inn f wt 4-
I I IVJ u

r r\ mpe -

titive games, and (3) traditional worksheets. The dependent variables

were test scores on the arithmetic posttest (Computational Skills Sur¬

vey) and time on-task. The relationship between performance on arith¬

metic and time on-task for learning disabled adolescents in the three

types of learning activities was examined. The three group posttest de¬

sign, with an arithmetic pretest as covariate, was analyzed through

a one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). The researcher used the Bon-

ferroni procedure for post hoc tests to determine which pairs of groups

were different. Alpha was set at .05. On the arithmetic performance mea¬

sure the number of subjects was used as the unit of analysis in the

cooperative games, competitive games, and traditional worksheets con¬

dition. In other words, each individual's score on the posttest was

used to compute means for each condition. Time on-task observations

were analyzed through ANCOVA and the Johnson-Neyman technique. The

correlation between arithmetic scores and on-task behavior were

analyzed using the Pearson product-moment. An error analysis was con¬

ducted on each student's pretest in order to pinpoint the specific

type of errors present in his or her arithmetic performance. This

information helped the researcher and trained teacher to focus on

the error patterns that needed to be remediated for each student

daily (see Table 2). For example, the following error might have been
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evidenced in multiplication:

25
x 8
160

This answer was incorrect because the student did not add the re-
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The purpose of the error analysis in this study was to analyze the

type of errors made by students included in the study, and to use

this analysis to pinpoint which specific error patterns to remediate

in the identified operational area for each student.
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1. Response:

Error Pattern:

2. Response:

Error Pattern:

3. Response:

Error Pattern:

4. Response:

Error Pattern:

Table 2

Specific Error Patterns

i i

68 73
+ 8 + 9

1 6b i r¿

When the tens column is added, cne singie-digit
number is added to the numeral in the tens column
(the lower addend is added twice).

5 f
Ú'2 V2'3

-147 -366
495 167

When regrouping is required more than once, the
appropriate amount is not subtracted from the
column borrowed from in the second regrouping.

36 43
x 9 x 6
274 248

The regrouped number is not added.

21
6/1206

1200
6
6

The zero in the quotient is omitted.

(Adapted from Mercer & Mercer, 1981)



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Thirty-six sixth through eighth grade learning disabled adoles¬

cents enrolled in exceptional student education (ESE) math classes

in two public middle schools participated in this study. The

purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of co¬

operative and competitive games with learning disabled adolescents

on arithmetic performance and on-task behavior. The relationship

between arithmetic performance and time on-task for learning disabled

adolescents in three types of learning activities was examined.

Data were analyzed using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to

control statistically any initial differences in the subjects which

might have confounded differences among the three groups of subjects.

Descriptive data of the three groups are provided in Appendix G.

The chapter is divided into sections which correspond with the null

hypotheses.

Arithmetic Performance

Null hypothesis number one states that there are no differences

in arithmetic posttest scores for learning disabled adolescents who

51
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participate in cooperative games, competitive games, and traditional

worksheet learning activities. The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)

was used to answer this question, after testing the first assumption

that the within group regression slopes are equal across the treat¬

ment levels. The covariate taken into consideration was the arithmetic

pretest. The interaction term (i.e., pretest with group) was found

non-significant, therefore, it was assumed that the slopes were

parallel. The adjusted and unadjusted means and standard deviations

for each group area are presented in Table 3, all groups were com¬

posed of 12 students; the analysis of covariance summary table is

presented in Table 4. The £ value was significant at the .05 level,
which means the treatments are not equally effective in remediating

arithmetic disabilities. The significant difference among the

groups was followed up with post hoc tests. The Bonferroni procedure

was used, controlling for error rate per family, which is setting

the groups of comparisons at one level of significance (p < .05).

Keppel (1982) and Kirk (1968) state that it is generally not

recommended by statisticians that a researcher utilize per comparison

contrast procedures (i.e., Least Squares Difference (LSD), but

rather a per family procedure (i.e., Bonferroni). The Bonferroni

yielded a significant difference in the means of the cooperative

games group and the traditional worksheet group. The subjects who

received traditional worksheets demonstrated higher arithmetic per¬

formance ("X = 43.52) than those who participated in cooperative games

(X = 37.08). There was no significant difference in the means of those
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Table 3

Means and Standard Deviations for Arithmetic Performance

Type of Learn¬
ing Activity

Pretest
X

Posttest
X

Standard
Deviations

Cooperative f.r ^ ^ ^ ^-\ O -7/1
u. / n

Games 33.75 41.42 (unadjusted) 3.45

Competitive 42.64 (adjusted) 8.56
Games 24.42 38.75 (unadjusted) 8.11

Traditional 43.52 (adjusted) 7.72
Worksheets 28.33 43.08 (unadjusted) 7.18

Total Group 28.83 41.08

ANCOVA

Table 4

Summary Table

Source DF Sum of Squares F

Pretest 1 788.833 39.86*

Group 2 220.608 5.57*

Error 32 633.25

*p < .05
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subjects who participated in the cooperative games group (J = 37.08)

and those who participated in the competitive games group (X = 42.64)

at .05. Hovever, the probability that the difference occurred by

chance between the cooperative and competitive group was .0549, favor-

/-. r>rrn^ 4* ^
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group (X =42.64) and those who received the traditional worksheets

(X = 43.52). The highest possible score for the pretest and the post¬

test was 50.

On-Task Behavior

Null hypothesis number two states that there are no differences

in the amount of time on-task among learning disabled adolescents

who participate in cooperative games, competitive games, and tradi¬

tional worksheet learning activities. Data on on-task behavior was

collected during the treatment phase. To answer this question, the

researcher used the ANCOVA procedure, with arithmetic pretest as the

covanate. Tne first assumption that the within group regression

slopes of on-task behavior for the three groups on the pretest are

equal was tested and found significant. Because the relationship

between on-task behavior and the pretest was not the same for each

group, ANCOVA could not adjust the on-task behavior percentages

for the three groups based on their pretest scores. The number of

subjects, means, and standard deviations for on-task behavior by groups

are presented in Table 5. Also, an analysis of covariance summary

table is presented in Table 6. The presence of such a significant

interaction (F(2,30) = 5.57, p < .05) precluded interpretation of the
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test of overall treatment effect, but it also indicated that there

were differential treatment effects in relation to scores on the

pretest. The overall group interaction is presented in Figure 2.

Results indicate that subjects with low pretest scores who

participated in cooperative games sriow a myher pe ruerna ye ui' un¬

task behavior than subjects who had higher pretest scores. It is

important to note that part of the line drawn (see Figure 2) for the

cooperative group was extrapolated because there were no pretest

scores below 29 for this group. Thus, all subsequent interpretations

of low ability students in the cooperative group were based on that

extrapolation. It appears to be no difference in predicted percentage

of on-task behavior for subjects who participated in competitive games,

whether their pretest scores were low or high. For the traditional

worksheet group, it appears that when their pretest scores were low

their on-task behavior was low. And, as their pretest scores increased

their on-task behavior increased.

Table 5

Means and Standard Deviations for On-Task Behavior

Type of Learning Activity N X Standard Deviation

Cooperative Games 12 .7250 0.11

Competitive Games 12 .9092 0.04

Traditional Worksheets 12 .9433 0.07
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Table 6

ANCOVA Summary Table

Source DF Sum of Squares
p

F

Pretest
«•

i 0.013

■ 1 » • i — • • • l i

2.46

Group 2 0.031 3.07

Interaction 2 0.057 5.57*

Error 30 0.153

*p< .05

The Johnson-Neyman technique was employed to establish regions

of significance for the interaction (Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973).

This technique indicates how high (and how low) pretest scores should

be in order for treatment group means to be significantly different

on on-task behavior. When comparing the cooperative games group with

the competitive games group (see Figure 3), the results indicate that

students with pretest scores lower than 19.91 (which is in the extra¬

polated region) in the cooperative group were more on-task than

students with lower scores in the competitive games group. Students

with pretest scores higher than 29.45 in the cooperative group were

significantly less on-task than students with higher scores in the

competitive games group. The null hypothesis was rejected for this

comparison.
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The results for the comparison of the cooperative games group

with the traditional worksheet group (see Figure 4), indicate that

students with pretest scores lower than 21.32 (which is in the

extrapolated region) in the cooperative games group were more on-task

man S'CUUBnt.S WILM lOWtr :>uurc¡:> III une n duí uiund i v«wi LliwCc 5’i'CUp J

also, scuaents with pretest scores rngher than 28.05 in the coopera¬

tive games group were significantly less on-task than students with

higher scores in the traditional worksheet group. The null hypothesis

was rejected for this comparison.

When comparing the competitive games group with the traditional

worksheet group (see Figure 5), therewasno difference at any point

of ability on the pretest shown in the Figure. Itwas concluded

there were no significant differences between the competitive games

group and the traditional worksheet group. The null hypothesis was

accepted for this comparison.

Means and standard deviations for the arithmetic pretest are

presented in Table 7. Results indicate that when ability is much

lower than thp sample average on the arithmetic pretest of 28.83,

the cooperative games group did significantly better than the

competitive games group (Pretest score 5 19.91) on on-task behavior

and significantly better than the traditional worksheet group

(Pretest score £ 21.32). For students with ability levels close

to or higher than the average of 28.83, the competitive games

group was significantly more on-task than the cooperative games

group (Pretest score > 29.45). And, the traditional worksheet group
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was significantly more on-task than the cooperative games group

(Pretest score > 28.06). There was no significant difference on

on-task behavior between the competitive games group and the

traditional worksheet group at any of the observed arithmetic

pretest scores.

Table 7

Means and Standard Deviations for Arithmetic Pretest

Type of Learning Activity X Standard Deviations

Cooperative 33.75 2.86
Games

Competitive 24.42 6.10
Games

Traditional 28.33 6.85
Worksheets

Total Group 28.83 6.64

Arithmetic Performance and On-Task Behavior

Null hypothesis number three states that there is no relationship

between arithmetic performance and time on-task for learning disabled

adolescents who participate in cooperative games, competitive games,

and traditional worksheet learning activities. Correlations between

arithmetic performance and on-task behavior by groups are presented

in Table 8.
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The relationship between arithmetic performance and on-task

behavior for all subjects was low (r = .12, p < .05), accounting for

only one percent of observed variance in arithmetic performance on

the posttest. The null hypothesis for the overall group was accepted.

There was nn significant relationship between arithmetic performance

and on-t?ck behavior. The correlation obserwpn for subjects who

participated in cooperative games was negative and lower than that

for the total group (r = -.07, p < .05), accounting for only .005

percent of the observed variance. The null hypothesis was rejected.

There was no relationship between arithmetic performance and on-task

behavior for learning disabled adolescents who participated in com¬

petitive games (r = .09, p $ .05). The correlation observed for sub¬

jects who received traditional worksheets was high (r = .68, p < .05)

which accounts for .46 percent of the observed variance. Thus, there

was a high correlation between arithmetic performance and on-task

behavior for subjects who received traditional worksheets. The null

hypothesis was rejected for the traditional worksheet group.

Results indicate that the relationship between arithmetic per¬

formance (posttest) and on-task behavior was signigicant only for

the traditional worksheet group. There was no relationship between

these two variables for either the cooperative games group or the

competitive games group.



Correlations Between Arithmetic Performance
and On-Task Behavior

Type of Learning Activity N r

cooperan ve Gainer XL r = -.07

Competitive Games 12 r = .09

Traditional Worksheets 12 r = .68*

Overal1 Group 36 r = .12

*p - .05

Specific Error Patterns Analysis

A specific error pattern analysis was conducted on subjects'

pretests and posttests. The typical error patterns present in the

subjects' arithmetic performance are presented in Table 9. Results

indicate that 28 percent of the students subtracted the smaller

number from the larger number without regard for placement of the

number. When regrouping was required more than once, 17 percent of

the students did not subtract the appropriate amount from the column

borrowed in the 2nd and/or 3rd regrouping when zeros were involved.

More than one arithmetic operation was performed on a given problem

by 25 percent of the students. When there were two or more multi¬

pliers in a problem, 11 percent of the students inappropriately

alternated multiplying by those numbers. And, 11 percent of the

students multiplied by columns.



Table 9

TYPICAL ERROR PATTERNS DISPLAYED IN THE STUDY

DncnQpcp• W ^

- ¿86

Error Pattern: The smaller number is subtracted from the larger
number without regard for placement of the number.
The upper number (minuend) may be subtracted from
the lower number (subtrahend).

7<;i
- 489

ooo

Response: 4007
- 2679
1,438

Error Pattern: When regrouping is required more than once, the
appropriate amount is not subtracted from the
column borrowed in the 2nd and/or 3rd regrouping
when zeros are involved.

Response: 356
+281

625

Error Pattern: Cross operations are performed across arithmetic
areas.

i í

Response: 375 523
x 45 x 20
1505 1040

Error Pattern: Cross multiplies.

Response: 358 247
x342 x553
1116 1221

Error Pattern: Multiplies by columns.
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Summary

An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and the Bonferroni post hoc

procedure was used to test the following null hypothesis:

1. There was no difference in the arithmetic scores arnung

learning disabled adolescents who participated in cooperative games,

competitive games, and traditional worksheet learning activities.

The null hypothesis was rejected. A significant statistical

difference existed between the cooperative games group and the tra¬

ditional worksheet group, favoring the traditional worksheet group

at .05 level of significance. While no significant statistical'

results were indicated between the cooperative games group and the

competitive games group, there seems to be a predicted direction for

differences in favor of the competitive games group. No signi¬

ficant statistical difference existed between the competitive games

group and the traditional worksheet group.

An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and the Johnson-Neyman

technique was used to test the following null hypothesis:

2. There was no difference in the amount of time on-task among

learning disabled adolescents who participated in cooperative games,

cUnVc-^u¡vt ydmea, t. uJI Ilona! worksheets. The on-task '■ompari-

sons Detween une gruupb inu^L ue ^auuuu¿.j intci p
• i

. , .

t •

of the data had to be extrapolated using the Johnson-Neyman technique.

Results indicate a significant statistical difference in the amount

of time spent on-task between the cooperative and competitive games
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group. The difference favored the cooperative games group for

lower ability students, and competitive games for higher ability

students. The null hypothesis was rejected for this comparison.

There was a significant statistical difference in the amount of time
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for lower ability students and the traditional worksheet group for

higher ability students. The null hypothesis was rejected for this

comparison. Further, results indicate that there was no significant

statistical difference in the amount of time spent on-task between the

competitive games group and the traditional worksheet group. The null

hypothesis was accepted for this comparison.

The Pearson product-moment correlation analysis was used to test

the following null hypothesis:

3. There was no relationship between arithmetic performance and

time on-task for learning disabled adolescents who participated in

cooperative games, competitive games, and traditional worksheets.

There was no significant statistical relationship between arithmetic

performance and on-task behavior for the overall group. The null

hypothesis for the overall group was accepted. There was a sig¬

nificant statistical relationship between arithmetic performance and

or.-task behavior for the traditional worksheet group. The null

hypothesis was rejected for the traditional worksheet group.



CHAPTER V

LIMITATIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter riicnisses the findinqs of this investigation.

Specifically, the findings are discussed in terms of limitations,

implications, and conclusions.

Learning disabled (LD) adolescents frequently manifest an

academic disability in arithmetic skills. They often hide behind

shallow rote ability in arithmetical computation, which is needed

to ensure competencies for their consumer needs and everyday living

experiences (Bartel, 1978). The secondary level teacher often

utilizes teaching methods and materials that are not appropriate

and are not sensitive to the individual needs of these students

(Beattie, 1981; Wallace & McLoughlin, 1979). And, there are compara¬

tively fewer research and intervention efforts for remediating

arithmetic deficits, than exists for other academic areas (i.e.,

science, music, etc.) (Bartel, 1978).

A sensitive and individualized teaching technique is essential

for remediating arithmetic deficits of learning disabled adolescents.

One possible strategy available in teaching LD adolescents is the

use of games (Beattie, 1981; Mercer, 1979). A close examination of

the literature reveals little information on the use of instructional

68
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games as a technique to remediate arithmetic deficits of learning

disabled adolescents. The present study focused on the possible

arithmetic performance and on-task behavior differences between

learning disabled adolescents using cooperative games, competitive

games, and the traditional worksheet learning activities. In

addition, the study was concerned with the possible relationship

between arithmetic performance and on-task behavior. Twelve subjects

were assigned to the cooperative games group, 12 to the competitive

games group, and 12 to the traditional worksheet group. An arithme¬

tic posttest was administered to determine differences in the

arithmetic performance of cooperative game, competitive game, and

traditional worksheet groups. Additional information was obtained

by quantifying actual on-task behaviors displayed by LD subjects in

each of the three learning activities. Correlational studies were

conducted to determine the potential relationship between arithmetic

performance and on-task behavior.

Limitations

Several possible limitations exist. Exceptional student educa¬

tion (ESE) teachers were not willing to be trained to implement the

study as planned, because each of them taught students of varying

exceptionalities each period (i.e., emotionally handicapped, LD) and

varying academic subjects. Conducting the treatments in this situa¬

tion, according to ESE teachers, would have caused classroom manage¬

ment problems. They were very cooperative in permitting the researcher
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and a teacher trained by the researcher to come into their class¬

rooms and work with the groups. Moreover, they helped the researcher

obtain a separate space outside their classrooms when necessary.

There was a limited number (not more than six) of eligible

subjects attending ESE mathematics classes per period, thereby,

limiting the amount of random assianment that could have existed.

Also, the limited number of subjects per period resulted in the

researcher's changing the procedures for the competitive games

group as outlined by Johnson and Johnson studies (i.e., rotating 1st,

2nd, and 3rd place winners in each cluster the following day; see

Appendix F). As a result of the assignment procedure, with so few

students per period and grouping students with similar math ability,

the means for the groups on the screening device (pretest) were sig¬

nificantly different from the beginning of the study. Consequently,

this caused the researcher to change the plans for data analysis

from an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to analysis of covariance (ANCOVA).

Analysis of covariance satistically controls for any initial differences

in the students which might have been present and which might have

confounded differences between the treatments. Subjects' tardiness

and absenteeism could not be controlled. In all four cooperative

groups, there seemed to be a little "goofing off," lack of sharing

and tutoring skills. The researcher and trained teacher facilitated

their behavior to get students back on-task. This should be taken

into consideration when interpreting results for the cooperative

games group. Also, all interpretations of on-task behavior for low

ability students in the cooperative games group should be read with

much caution due to an extrapolated line drawn for scores lower than
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those observed for the group. Each student was accustomed to re¬

mediation via the traditional worksheet technique. This usual

response mode precluded distractions and problem solving errors that

might have affected other response ways that were newer to the

ctiiHonti; Given thpsp limitations, the results of this study have

several important implications tor both theory 3nd practice.

Implications

Arithmetic Performance

The finding that subjects in the traditional worksheet group

demonstrated higher arithmetic performance than those who participated

in the cooperative games group is noteworthy. The discussion of the

findings concerning arithmetic performance is presented in terms

of (a) goal structures and cognitive outcomes, (b) the type of tasks,

and (c) cautious interpretations of arithmetic performance results.

Goal structures and cognitive outcomes. Previous research

findings have been inconsistent as to whether a cooperative, competi¬

tive, or individualistic (in this case, the traditional worksheet-

control group) goal structure is most conducive to achievement.

Johnson and Johnson (1975) point out some specific cognitive outcomes

teachers should promote and try to influence through instruction,

which includes (a) mastery of basic facts, concepts, principles, and

skills, (b) cooperative problem-solving skills needed to develop

and revise knowledge, which is also essential for the retention,

application, and transfer of factual information, concepts, and

principles, (c) creativity through interaction among individuals,

which involves engaging in divergent thinking and open controversy,
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and taking risks in solving problems, (d) students' identifying

their abilities and applying them in problem-solving situations,

(e) quantity and speed of work on simple drill activities,

and (f) students' ability to take the perspective of other in¬

dividuals within a situation, which is an important prerequisite for

the development of social adaptability, communication ability and

skills, empathy and sympathy, and free moral judgment based upon

mutual dependence and justice.

Table 10 presents Johnson and Johnson's (1975) summary of the

relationship between goal structures and cognitive outcomes of

instruction. The Johnsons, point out that research indicates the

type of cognitive outcomes facilitated by cooperative goal structures

are the more complex ones (e.g., problem-solving ability). The type

of cognitive outcomes facilitated by competitive goal structures

are speed and quantity on simple drill activities which requires

little assistance from other persons. And, the type of cognitive

instructional objectives facilitated by individualistic goal

structures are simple tasks (e.g., organizing a material).

Johnson and Johnson's summary in Table 10 suggests that this

study promoted problem-solving ability. Although problem-solving
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facilitated by the competitive and individualistic (traditional work¬

sheet ) goal structures. Some possible reasons why the individualistic

goal structure (traditional worksheet) was more effective than the

cooperative goal structure follow. First, incorporation of the tra-



Table10

GoalStructuresandCognitiveOutcomes
CognitiveOutcomes

Cooperative

CompetitiveIndividualistic

Masteryoffactualinformation

X

Retention,application,and transferoffactualinformation, concepts,principles

X

Masteryofconceptsandprinciples
X

Verbalabilities

X

Problem-solvingabilityandsuccess
X

Cooperativeskills

X

Creativeability:divergentand risk-takingthinking,productive controversy

X

Awarenessandutilizationofone's capabilities

X

Perspective-(role-)takingabilities
X

Speedandquantityofworkonsirrpie drillactivities

X

Competitiveskills

X

Individualisticskills

X

Simplemechanicalskills

X

Source:Johnson,D.W.,&Johnson,
R.Learningtogetherand

alone:Coopera:ive,competitive,
andindividualization.

EnglewoodCliffs,NJ:Prentice-Hall,1975,p.32.
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di ti onal worksheet into the arithmetic curriculum permitted the

student to move through the material at his own pace and level

of ability. On the contrary, cooperative games involved one

student directing or influencing another's pace. Although students
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paces which may have caused students to receive tutorial instruction

from their peers either too quickly or too slowly to grasp a clear

understanding of the process involved.

Another reason individualistic was better than cooperative

is that the worksheet allowed students to work alone without distrac¬

tions. To the contrary, the cooperative games allowed for much in¬

teraction and interruptions from peers.

Third, students' work habits may have been influenced by who

was perceived to be the major resource for assistance, support, and

reinforcement in each goal structure. In the individualistic goal

structure (traditional worksheet), the teacher was the major resource

for students, and in the cooperative goal structure (games) other

Thestudents were perceived to be the major resource for support,

assumption that students will work on their own with little or no

assistance from the teacher should not be made. In reality, many LD

students need help, approval, and interaction from the teacher re-

gardless of how independent the materials are believed to be (Johnson

& Johnson, 1975).

Another possible reason the individualistic goal structure (tra¬

ditional worksheet) was better than the cooperative goal structure

may be related to Lue's (1981) finding that specific learning disabled
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students are in 1:1 instructional situations for a good portion of

their instructional time. This suggests that because the traditional

worksheet group was accustomed to this form of instruction, it may

have influenced their performance.
r -* -V-, 1 1 w
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to receive mere prcc-icc cn the arithmetic task than subjects who

participated in cooperative games. While the cooperative and work¬

sheet groups received work on their individual levels, students with

worksheets did not have to alternate working problems with peers,

thereby decreasing the amount of problems that could be solved per

session. The cooperative group alternated tutoring and checking

each other's problems.

The data from this study indicate that arithmetic performance of

students in the competitive games group was not significantly different

fromthose who received traditional worksheets. This finding suggests

that the classroom teacher has a choice of remediating arithmetic

deficits of LD adolescents via competitive games or traditional work¬

sheets. Johnson and Johnson (1975) pointed out that the competitive

goal structure provides appropriate practice for some of the skills

learned in an individualistic or cooperative setting, and a "game"

format is often used (i.e., tasks include reading, language games,

math facts and calculation speed).

No statistical significance was found between the means of the

cooperative and competitive game groups. There appears, however, to

be a "predicted direction" (Hallahan, Kauffman & Ball, 1973) for

competitive games (.0549 level of signficance, favoring competitive)

to be a better learning activity for remediating arithmetic deficits
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of LD adolescents than cooperative games. In other words, if this

study was replicated, there is a possibility that with longer treat¬

ment and a larger sample size, the competitive group might score

significantly better than the cooperative group. This prediction is
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assigned. Also, students' lack of concern for tutoring another student

in the cooperative games group was sometimes displayed. Further, if

a student was goofing off in a cooperative games group, other students

became annoyed sometimes and refused to play. In each of these

situations, the teacher facilitated the students' behavior; however,

other students should have been perceived as the major resource of

assistance, support, and reinforcement (Johnson & Johnson, 1975).

Another reason for the prediction that the competitive games

group may be better than the cooperative games group is that students

participating in cooperative games were not able to complete as many

arithmetic problems as students participating in competitive games.

Thus, students playing competitive games spent more time solving

arithmetic problems than students in the cooperative games group.

The primary reason for students not completing as much work in the

cooperative games group was because of the amount of time it took

C + nHonf p +■ r\ -f 11 f- ra oarh r\-f- ho V"
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The teacher may not need to teach competitive skills prior

to using competitive games in the classroom,once the competition

has been set up appropriately (outlined in Chapter I). Students in

the competitive games group can (a) work alone on their individual
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levels, (b) compare ability, skills, and knowledge with peers, (c)

perceive the teacher as the primary resource for help, clarification,

and praise, (d) enjoy the activity (win or lose), and (e) be re¬

warded individually (Johnson & Johnson, 1975).
rs f 1/
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comparisons between the different goal structures, has been given

too little attention by the Johnsons (Cotton & Cook, 1982). Also,

another concern is that Johnson, Maruyama, Johnson, Nelson, and

Skon's (1982) major result that cooperation is superior to other

goal structures in promoting achievement indicates that most in¬

vestigators have selected types of tasks that favor cooperation

(McGlynn, 1982). A review of studies on the relative effects of

cooperative, competitive, and individualistic goal structures on

achievement on a variety of school related tasks are presented in

Table 11 (see other details about these studies in Chapter II).

The most striking finding was the consistent superiority of coopera¬

tion on problem-solving tasks.

The Johnsons'studies reviewed indicate that a problem-solving

task is a more complex task than either speed and quantity on simple

drill activities which requires little assistance from other persons,

or simple tasks like organizing a material. Generally, students have

not been exposed to the material used in problem-solving tasks, or the

difficulty level of the content increases to help the student revise

and develop his knowledge and skills, and the task usually is solved

with the help of a teacher or other students in the group. According

to the Johnsons' description of a problem-solving task, this study



Table11

ReviewoftheEffectsofTheThreeGoalStructures
onAchievementonaVarietyofSchoolRelatedTasks

Author(s)

Subjects

Tasks

Relative Effectiveness

Johnson, Johnson, &Skon (1979)

middle-class1.Twodrill-reviewtasks 1stgraders(a)mathdrill-reviewtaskCoop.>Comp.&Indiv Consistedof60written,onedigitadd.&sub.proa- lems.AllSshadbeentaughtadd.&sub.processes severalmonthsbefore.
(b)readingdrill-reviewtaskCoop.>Comp.&Indiv Involvedtwoworksheetsusingskillsjustcomplete! bythelowestreadinggps.representedinsample. 1stpg.requiredSstochoosewordstocomplete ninephrases.2ndpg.requiredSstocompletesix sentencestomatchthemtopictures.

2.Twoproblem-solvingtasks (a)Ssweregivencopiesof10storyproblemsthatwet?Coop.>Comp. readorallybytheteacher.Involvedonedigitacd..
hsub.;someoftheproblemsinvolvedtwocomputa¬ tions.

(b)Ssweregivenfoursequencingproblems,eachofCoop.>Comp.&Indiv whichhadfourpartstobenumberedintheorderthat wouldtellalogicalstory.Ssweregivenpartsin randomorder.

Coop.=Cooperative Comp.=Competitive Indiv.=Individualistic



Tablell--Continued

Author(s)Subjects

Tasks

Relative Effectiveness

3.Twospatial-reasoningtasks (a)aversionoftheRasmussenTriangleCoop.&Indiv.>Comp. Adiagramcontaininganambiguousno.oftriangles. Ssweregiventhreepgs.,eachcontainingnine copiesofthediagram.Sswereinstructedtocolor allofthepossibletriangleswithoutrepetition. Includedthelearningoftheconcept"triangle," thereorientationofvisualperceptiontoinclude small,previouslyidentifiedtriangleswithina largernewtriangle(combiningofparts),thedis¬ criminationoftrianglesfromnontriangleswithin thediagram,andthekeepingtrackoftriangles previouslyidentifiedsothatthesametriangle wasriotcountedmorethanonce. (b)civisualsortingtaskCoop.>Comp.&Indiv. Involvingobservationandcomparisonoftheattri¬ butesofshape,size,andcolor.Ssaskedtodo severalproblemsrelatedtocategorizing,suchas examiningareservoiroffiguresonapg.andmak¬ ingthefigurethatisthesameastheonegiven ormarkingthetwofiguresthatarethesame. Sixproblemsdealtwithasingleattribute(shape, size,orpattern),sixproblemsdealtwiththe attributesinpairedcombinations,andtwoproblems dealtwithallthreeattributes.



Tablell--Continued

Author(s)

Subjects

Tasks

Relative Effectiveness

Johnson, Johnson, &Tauer (1979)

middleand lowermiddle- classnon- graded4th, 5th,&6th gradesections
1.focusedonthelearningofgeometry,amathematics unitnotpreviouslystudiedbyanyofthestudents. Thegeometryunitdealtwithfindingtheareaof regionsfromsimpledesignsthroughmorecomplex formstoadvancedstructures.Thesamematerial wasgiventoallthreeconditionseachday.
Coop.>Comp.>Indiv.

Johnson, Skon,& Johnson (1980)

middleand workingclass 1stgraders

1.Ssrequiredtomemorize12nounsduringastudy session. (a)Freerecallperformance (b)Spontaneousretrievalperformance (c)Categorizationofstrategy(d)Awarenessofstrategy

Coop.>Comp;Coop.>Indiv. Coop.>Comp;Coop.>Indiv. Coop.>Comp;Coop.>Indiv. Coop.>Comp;Coop.>Indiv.

2.Aspatial-reasoningproblem(sameasJohnson,Johrson &Skon(1979).Twomeasuresincluded: (a)Numbercorrect(performance)Coop.>Indiv;Coop.>Indiv (b)Errors(performance)Coop.>Comp.;Coop.>Indiv
3.Verbalproblem-solvingtaskconsistingof10math storyproblems(sameasJohnson,Johnson,&Skon,1971')- (a)VerbalreasoningCoop.>Comp;Coop.>Indiv.
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Author(s)Subjects

Tasks

Relative Effectiveness

Johnson, Johnson, Johnson,& Anderson (1976)

whiteworking1.Understandingandusingsentences class5thgradersPurposeofmaterialwastoteachthetwo basicpartsofthesentence,theconcept oftheverbasthewordinthepredicate, thefourtypesofsentences,andtogive Sspracticeinwritinggoodsentences. Thematerialwasdividedintoparts,each partconsistingofoneormorenewcon¬ cepts,explanatorymaterial,andexercises todeveloptheconcepts.First,asection fromthematerial(book)wasreadorally bythestudentsinthewholeclassof30. Adiscussionofthematerialfollowedin¬ volvingall30students.Whentheteacher feltthatthestudentsunderstoodthenew materialwellenoughtodotheassignment, assignmentsheetswerepassedoutandstud/ timefollowed.Sixmeasuresincluded: (a)Numberofdailyerrors (b)Numberoferrorsonposttest, individualsvs.group
(c)Numberoferrorsonposttest, takenasindividuals

(d)Numberofwordsusedinsubjectphrases (e)Numberofwordsusedinpredicatephrases (f)Percentageoforiginalsubjectphrases beginningwith"I"

Coop.
>Indiv.

Coop.
>Indiv.

Coop.
=Indiv.

Coop.
>Indiv.

Coop.
>Indiv.

Coop.
>Indiv.
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Author(s)SubjectsTasks Johnson,

middle-class,
1.Problem-solvingtask

Johnson,

aboveaverage

(a)

Twounitsstudiedwereonadvancedset
&Scott

5th&6th

theoryandadvancednumbertheory.
(1978)

graders

(b)

Thirdunitwasanindividualizedprogram basedongeometryandmeasurementin EicholzandO'Daffer.

Relative Effectiveness

Allmaterialswerestructuredforuseinan indiv.mathprogram.Allassignmentsrequired thinkingskillsandnotjustcomputational skills.Thestudentshadneverbeenexpjsec toanyofthematerialsbeforeinschool Thedifficultylevelofthecontentincreased fromsettheorytonumbertheorytogeometry Threemeasuresofachievementwere: 1.Numberoferrorsmadeoneachdaily assignment
2.Posttestsoneachofthethreemathjnits (a)unitonsets,numbers,andgeometry Posttesttakenasindividuals Posttesttakenintheirgroupsin coop,groupvs.indiv.inthe indiv.group

(b)unitonnumber-theoryprograms Posttesttakenasindividuals Posttesttakenintheirgroupsin coop,groupvs.indiv.inthe indiv.group

Coop.>Indiv. Indiv.>Coop. Coop.>Indiv. Coop.>Indiv. Coop.>Indiv.



Tablell--Continued

Author(s)

Subjects

Tasks

Relative Effectiveness

(c)unitongeometryproblems Posttesttakenasindividuals Posttesttakenintheirgroupsin thecoop.grp.vs.indiv.inthe indiv.grp.

Coop.>Indiv. Coop.>Indiv.

3.Retentiontest(administeredtwornonchs afterstudyended) Retentiontesttakenasindividuals Retentiontesttakenintheirgroupsin thecoop.grp.vs.indiv.intheindiv. grp.

Indiv.>Coop. Coop.>Indiv.

Johnson, Johnson, (1979)

middle-class& lowermiddle-class 5thgradersN=66 (equal%ofmales andfemales)

*Duration:Three60minuteinstructionalsessions 1.Drill-reviewtask Amathreviewusing26two-placemultiplica¬ tionproblems AllSshadlearnedtwo-placemultiplication severalmonthsprevioustothestudyandnad beenconsistentlydrilled.Twomeasures included: (a)Errors[performance]Cocp.>Comp.&Indiv.(b)Numbercorrect[performance]Inciv.&Coop.>Comp,
*ThisstudywasnotincludedinChapterII
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Tablell--Continued

Author(s)

Subjects

Tasks

Relative Effectiveness

2.Problem-solvingtask AversionoftheRasmussenTriangle,adiagran containinganambiguousnumberoftriangles. SametaskasinJohnson,Johnson,&Skon'1971). Threemeasuresincluded: (a)Errors[performance]Coap.>Comp.>Indiv. (b)Numbercorrect[performance]Coop.>Comp.>Indiv. (c)QualityofsolutionsCoop.>Comp.>Indiv.
3.Specific-knowledge-acquisitiontask Programmed-1earningbookletmaterials focusedondividingwordsintoprefix androot,introducingtherootorprefix tobelearned,andthenrequiringtheS tointerpretawordusingtherootor prefix.Allthewordsinthematerials werenewtotheSs.Theassignedmaterial coveredabout15pages,fivepagesperse^, withapproximatelysevenquestionsoneaci page.Twomeasuresincluded: (a)Errors[performance]Coap.>Comp.&Indiv (b)Numbercorrect[performance]Cc'p.&Comp.>Indiv



Tablell--Continued

Author(s)

Subjects

Tasks

Relative Effectiveness

r•

Specific-knowledge-retentiontask Atestontherootsandprefixescovered inthespecific-knowledge-acquisitiontask. ItwasgivenimmediatelyafterSshad stoppedworkontheprogrammedmaterials attheendoftheperiod.Twomeasures included: (a)Errors[performance](b)Numbercorrect[performance]
Ccop.=Comp.=Indiv. (vhenno.ofCoop, grps.usedasnin Ccop.condition); Ccop.>Comp.&Indiv. (vhenno.ofSsused asninCoop,condition
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implemented such a task. Initially, learning disabled (LD) students

were given a computational skills pretest to determine which basic

computational skills (i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division) the students had mastered well and which skills should
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knowledge of two of the four operational areas of arithmetic, others

had some knowledge of all four operational areas. But, each arithmetic

operation had six levels of difficulty and none of the students in the

study had observable knowledge and skills across the four operational

areas of arithmetic and the six levels of difficulty. This suggests that

the task used in this study did meet criteria for a problem-solving task.

In analyzing a variety of tasks (Johnsons' studies, Table 11), the

cooperative goal structure was consistently better than the competitive

and individualistic goal structures on

(a) 75 percent of all measures on drill-review tasks.

(b) 100 percent of all measures on problem-solving tasks

that included the three goal structures.

(c) 50 percent of all measures on spatial-reasoning tasks.

(d) 50 percent of all measures on a specific-knowledge-

acquisition task.

(e) 100 percent of all measures on a memorization task.

(f) 100 percent of all measures on a retention task

(when the number of students was used as n in the

cooperative condition).
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Also, the cooperative goal structure was better than the individualistic

goal structure on

(a) 85 percent of all measures on problem-solving tasks

that included only cooperative and individualistic

goal structures.

(b) 50 percent of all measures on a retention task

(when the cooperative group took the posttest in their

own groups and the individualistic group took the post¬

test as individuals).

Thus, Table 11 shows that although the superiority of cooperation is

substantial for complex tasks (problem-solving), it tends to be as

good or better than competition and the individualistic goal structures

on simple drill activities and organizing a material (respectively).

Further analysis of a variety of tasks indicates that the results

of this study corroborate the findings of previous research. Specifi¬

cally, students in the individualistic goal structure performed better

on one out of two problem-solving tasks in one study (Johnson, Johnson,

& Scott, 1978) where posttests were taken as individuals instead of

groups in the cooperative and individualistic conditions. In another

study (Johnson, Johnson, & Anderson, 1976), however, individualistic

and cooperative were equally effective on students' achievement. Also

in Johnson, Johnson, and Scott (1978), students in the individualistic

goal structure retained more then students in the cooperative goal

structure on a retention task when the posttest was taken as indivi¬

duals in both groups. Thus, this study and some previous research

indicate that when students in the cooperative and individualistic

groups are posttested individually on a problem-solving task, students
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in the individualistic condition havf> performed better than those in

the cooperative condition. On the other hand, when students in the

cooperative condition are posttested in their own groups and students

in the individualistic group are tested as individuals, the coopera-
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Cautious interpretations of the arithmetic performance results.

The researcher used analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to test the null hy¬

pothesis that there are no differences in arithmetic posttest scores for

learning disabled adolescents who participate in the cooperative games,

competitive games, and traditional worksheet learning activities.

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) is suppose to statistically control

for any initial differences in the students which might have been pre¬

sent and which might have confounded differences between the treat¬

ments. But, some researchers believe ANCOVA does not adjust for

initial differences between populations successfully or with total

satisfaction. Thus, cautious interpretations of the arithmetic per¬

formance results should be considered.

Table 3 (Chapter IV) presented the adjusted and unadjusted means

and standard deviations for arithmetic performance for each group.

A cautious interpretation of the arithmetic performance results can

be considered when looking at the unadjusted posttest means and

pretest means. The raw data indicate that the competitive games

group (14 point increase) and the traditional worksheet group (15

point increase) generated more rapid learning than the cooperative games

group (8 point increase). In light of these increases in perfor-
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manee, one may argue that it is more difficult to increase the perfor¬

mance of students who began an intervention with higher scores than it

is to increase the performance of students who began the intervention

with lower scores.

On-Task Behavior

The presence of a significant interaction between the covan ate

(pretest) and the dependent variable (on-task behavior) prevented

the interpretation of the test of overall treatment effect, but it

also indicated that there were differential treatment effects

for subjects at certain levels of the pretest. The Johnson-Neyman

technique, a follow-up analysis, was used to indicate how high

(and how low) pretest scores should be in order for treatment

group means of on-task behavior to be significantly different.

The fact that the cooperative group had no pretest scores lower

than 29 resulted in the researcher's extrapolating part of the

line of predictability for scores that were 28 or lower. Thus,

all subsequent interpretations of low ability students in the

cooperative group were based on this extrapolation and should be

read with much caution.

The significant differences between the amount of time on-task

among the groups depend on the level of pretest ability. In examin¬

ing the contrast between the cooperative games group versus the

competitive games group it was found that when the level of ability

was lower for the cooperative games group they were more on-task

than the lower ability students in the competitive games group.
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When the level of ability was higher for the cooperative games

group their on-task behavior was significantly lower than that of

subjects with higher ability in the competitive games group. In

examining the contrast between the cooperative games group versus

4-U^ Y*"* Hi *5 r ^ 1 ■’ +■ >.*a c, -T/^ • *,ikpn f ho 1 o\/ol
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of ability was lower for l:.o "operative ¿ames group they were more

on-task than the lower ability students in the traditional work¬

sheet group. And, when the level of ability was higher for the

cooperative games group, their on-task behavior was significantly

lower than that of students with higher ability in the traditional

worksheet group. For the contrast hetween the competitive games

group and the traditional worksheet group, there was no difference

at any point of ability on the pretest. The two regions of signifi¬

cance for these groups were outside any of the observed pretest scores

(as low as 9.75 and as high as 57.44), with the highest possible

pretest score being 50. Therefore, it was concluded that for the

observation of this study there were no significant differences

between the competitive games group and the traditional worksheet

group.

Achievement and On-Task Behavior

The results indicate a low relationship between arithmetic per¬

formance and time spent on-task for the overall group (r = .12,

p < .05). The analysis of data indicate that the subjects receiv¬

ing the traditional worksheets were generally on-task to a higher

degree (r = .68, p < .05) and in addition scored higher on the

arithmetic posttest performance. Nevertheless, there was only a
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small relationship between arithmetic performance and on-task

behavior. Beattie (1981) pointed out in his study that subjects

may fulfill the definition of on-task behavior, but may only give

the appearance of paying attention. This might have been the

situation with students narticinatinc in coonerative aames.

'líL'd^. ts in the cooperative names nrmip had a wider range of

on-task behavior than students in the competitive games and

worksheet groups. For example, when it was subject A’s turn to

roll the die and solve an arithmetic problem from his or her

task cards, subject B and C were suppose to be paying attention

to what subject A was doing. Subject B and C's on-task behavior

could have included

(a) observing subject A solve the problem

(b) helping or tutoring subject A.

(c) observing the gameboard.

(d) talking with each other about the game.

Although some of the students in the cooperative games group were

looking at the relevant, assigned task stimulus and their pencils

were to paper, sometimes they did not complete the assigned

material. While their eye gazes may have been directed toward

the task, this did not mean they were learning math or that they

were paying attention.

Students in the competitive games group had a tighter range of

on-task behavior than students in the cooperative games group.

Students playing competitive games were on task when

(a) they played their games individually, and sought
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help from the teacher when needed.

(b) they occasionally glanced their competitors' gameboard

to assess their progress in the game.

Students in the worksheet group had the most restrictive range
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from the teacher when needed. Students in the worksheet group

seemed to be more involved in solving arithmetic problems at all

times (r = .68, p < .05). They appeared to be goal-oriented and

would complete their assigned problems and continually ask the

teacher for additional problems until the allotted work time was

over. The findings of this study indicate that the

relationship of arithmetic performance and on-task is a function

of treatment (see Chapter I for definitions of on-task behavior, and

Chapter III for observers' procedures used).

Some learning disabled students may lack cooperative skills.

Johnson and Johnson (1975) indicated that "... cooperative skills are

essential to a person's self-actualization, i.e., the development

of one's potentialities and the utilization of those potentialities"

(p. 32). Some of the learning disabled adolescents in this study

may have lacked cooperative skills. Some observations of the

behaviors displayed by students in the cooperative games group

follow. A few of the male students in the study sang rhythm-and-

blues songs throughout the instructional sessions, and/or pretended to

be playing a guitar while singing in the group. These students

had no regard for other students in the group who were trying to
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concentrate on solving their math problems.

On occasion, some of the students in the cooperative games

group would roll the die more than one time, move several spaces on

the gameboard, and solve several of their arithmetic problems at

once. This was not suppose to be done, and when the students that

did this were spoken to they would argue that the game was being

played too slowly. When these students were told that each person

was suppose to take one turn at a time, sometimes they would sit and

sulk with the group. Also, sometimes the child would miss several

turns until others in the group pleaded with him to play the game.

There were times when a few children in the cooperative group

would talk out to other students in the classroom while the game was

going on. This type of behavior was quite disruptive for the group.

Finally, a few students would give their full attention to

the group when it was their turn to play, and when it became a

team member's turn to play their attention was elsewhere; or, the

student that was not paying much attention to the game would tell

the other students that their answers were correct without really

checking over the answers.

Relationship of Present Findings to Previous Research

The present findings and previous research on cooperative, com¬

petitive, and individualistic goal structures were not corroborated.

Several factors may have contributed to the differences in the

findings. One reason for differences in the findings may be due

to the fact that this study was conducted with 36 learning disabled
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adolescents from middle-class to below middle-class background, in

grade six through eight. Previous research (Johnson, Johnson, & Skon,

1979; Johnson, Johnson, & Tauer, 1979; Johnson, Skon, & Johnson, 1980;

Johnson, Johnson, Johnson, & Anderson, 1976; and Johnson, Johnson, &

Scott, 1978) was conducted with larger samples of (more and less

than 36) students from regular education populations. The students

were from middle-class and lower middle-class backgrounds, in grades

one through six.

Another reason for differences in the findings may be that this

study was conducted in 13 instructional sessions with 45 minute

periods per day (approximately nine hours and 45 minutes of instruction)

Much of previous research of this type has been conducted in six

instructional sessions with 40-60 minute periods per day (approxi-

mately six hours of instruction). Thus, this study involved approxi¬

mately three hours and 45 minutes more instructional time than pre¬

vious studies.

Further, this study included a disproportionate number of boys and

girls. Previous studies have included an equal number of boys and

girls (approximately).

A fourth reason for the differences may be due to the fact that
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to rotate 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners in each of the competitive

groups daily. Because of the small sample size of this study, the

competitive games group operated with slightly rigid procedures than

the procedures outlined by Johnson and Johnson. A more operational
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definition of the competitive goal structure needs to be developed.

Fifth, all of the subjects in the present study were accustomed

to the individualistic goal structure (traditional worksheets).

In previous studies, subjects were taught the skills of the goal

structure that was to be studied. Thus, cooperative groups were

taught cooperative skills in previous studies, and the cooperative

games group was not taught cooperative skills prior to this study.

Another factor that may contribute to differences in the find¬

ings is the type of materials used to present a problem-solving task.

The present study used games and worksheets. Previous studies

have used story problems, individualized programmed math materials,

and other materials.

Finally, students in the cooperative games group took the arith¬

metic posttest as individuals, whereas some of the previous research¬

ers have reported posttest score performances for the cooperative

group as individuals and/or their having taken the posttest in their

own groups. Each of these differences should be taken into con¬

sideration when interpreting the findings of this study and previous

research.

Suggestions for Future Research

The present study indicates that teachers may select from a

variety of learning activities in their classrooms, such as coopera¬

tive, competitive, and individualistic learning activities. There

are variations in the amount of time spent on-task in various
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learning activities. Differences among groups exist for learning

disabled adolescents in the activities. Traditional worksheets

seem to work better overall for arithmetic performance, and for

on-task behavior, the activity that is better depends on the level

of ability. Following are suggestions for future research.

1. Replication of this study needs to be conducted in the

ESE classroom setting with ESE teachers providing implementation.

2. The generalization of results is limited by the specific

arithmetic materials used, the nature of the students participating

in the study, and the size of sample. Future studies need to

include students from different populations (i.e., emotionally

handicapped, educable mentally handicapped, regular education

students), different curriculum materials, and larger samples of

students (so that randomization is not limited).

3. Replication of this study should include low ability

students in the cooperative games group.

4. Caution should be used to ensure more or less equal groups

from the beginning of the study.

5. Replications need to be undertaken at other grade levels

as well as other locations in order to improve generalizability of
V
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7. Teacher education programs may wish to engage in research

to increase their emphasis on the use of three types of learning

activities in the classroom situation.

8. More research is needed to help determine why learning



disabled adolescents in the cooperative group with high ability

scores appear to manifest more off-task behavior than students

with high scores in the other groups.
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9.Techniques need to be developed to prevent disruptive be¬

havior of learning disabled adolescents in the cooperative group.

10. A more unified effort at operationalizing the definition

of on-task behavior is needed to ensure a more acceptable way to

measure on-task behavior.

11. Task difficulty needs to be studied in terms of coopera¬

tive and competitive games.

Summary

As a result of this study, it is apparent that the traditional

worksheet is more successful in remediating arithmetic disabilities

of learning disabled adolescents than cooperative games. The fact

that there was no statistical difference between the competitive

games and the traditional worksheet groups suggests that the classroom

teacher has a choice of remediating arithmetic deficits of LD

adolescents via competitive games or traditional worksheets.

Also, there seems to be a predicted direction for competitive

games to be better than cooperative games.

There was a significant difference in the amount of time on-

task between the cooperative games group and the competitive games

group, favoring the competitive games group for high ability

students, but favoring the cooperative games group for low ability

students. Also, there was a significant difference in the amount of

time spent on-task between the cooperative games group and the
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traditional worksheet group, favoring the traditional worksheet

group for high ability students, but favoring the cooperative

games group for low ability students.

There was no significant relationship between arithmetic per¬

formance and on-task behavior for the overall group For the

traditional worksheet group there was a significant relationship

between on-task behavior and arithmetic performance.



APPENDIX A

SPECIFIC VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO STUDENTS
UNDER THE THREE TYPES OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Cooperative Games Group

On the first day of the study, students were introduced to the
group they were going to work with throughout the study. Their
seats were prearranged in an area of the classroom before they
came to class (seated together at a small table). When students
arrived in the classroom, they were to sit in their assigned
seats and listen to the following instructions.

a. Task

"This is an arithmetic game. Your group will be given a
gameboard and a response sheet. Each person has been
assigned their own set of arithmetic 'task cards,' which
are cards with arithmetic problems on them. You should
use these cards each time it is your turn to play. You
have 25 minutes to work. In the last 15 minutes, I will
collect and score your response sheet."

b. Learning conditions

(1) "You are to work together as a group, completing one
daily response sheet as a group.

(2) All members must share materials and ideas.

(3) Make sure all members are involved and understand
how to derive e3-'1-' answer.
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Do not talk with others in

(5) Each person in the group will be asked to sign the
response sheet where it says, "Student's Name," which
tells me you understand how to solve each problem
listed under your name.

99
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(6) Each day I will put the names of each person in your
group in a box, then I will pull one name and ask
that person to explain how to solve one problem from
his row of problems. This will be done so that I can
determine whether each person understands how to solve
the problems in his area and whether the group is
following my instructions."

C . Scoring

"Each member of the group will receive a group score. So,
there is no need to compete with other groups or to compete
with others in your group. You will be praised and rewarded
on the basis of what your group achieves. The total number
of arithmetic problems wrong on the response sheet will serve
as your group score."

d. Playing the Cooperative Game

(1) To begin: "Open the gameboard and place it on one of
your desks. Place your arithmetic task cards nearest
you on the gameboard. Place the response sheet on one
of your desks also. Roll the die for first play. The
player rolling one or nearest one will play first, the
next person rolling nearest two will play second, and
the last player will play third. Write your names on
the response sheet where it says, 'Student's Name,' in
the order you will take turns. Place the colored pawn
on 'Start' and begin."

(2) To play: "The first player rolls and moves the number
spaces indicated, then draws one of his arithmetic task
cards. Write the problem down on the response sheet
under your name area.

A player completes his turn by working his arithmetic
problem alone, then writing the answer on the response
sheet. The other members of the group must tell whether
they agree with the answer, in order for the answer to
remain on the sheet. If the other players agree with
4than -f-ho second Dlaver takes his turn. If
the placers
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should make certain he or she understands how to solve
the problem before writing the correct answer.

The second player, and then each in turn, rolls the die,
moves that number of spaces, draws a task card, writes
the problem down, and tries to solve it alone. Continue
to follow the procedure as you did for player number one.
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Please do not compete with other groups in the class¬
room by rushing to complete the game. And, do not
compete with others in your group."

(3) To end: "The game ends when all task cards have been
drawn and each problem has been solved; or when the
group reaches 'Home1 or 'Finished,' or when I say
the 25 minutes for playing the game is over."

II. Competitive Games Group

On the first day of the study, students were introduced to the
group they were going to work with throughout the study. Their
seats were prearranged in an area of the classroom before they
came to class (seated separately, but near the others in their
group). Whon students arrived in the classroom, they were to sit
in their assigned seats and listen to the following instructions.

a.Task

"This is an arithmetic game. Each person will be given a
gameboard and a response sheet. Each person has been assigned
his own set of arithmetic 'task cards,' which are cards with
arithmetic problems on them. You should use these cards each
time you spin. You have 25 minutes to work. In the last 15
minutes, I will collect and score your response sheet."b.Learning Conditions(1)"You are to work alone.

(2) Attempt to win in your group.

(3) Seek help and clarification from the teacher when you need
to. Do not talk with others in the group or classroom.

(4) You are seated near each other in the group so you can be
aware of your competitors' progress. Notice when they
raise their hands to signal completion of a task.
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c.Scoring

"The response sheets will be scored individually to determine
1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners within the group. The winner
will be determined by who finishes first with the greatest
amount of accuracy. You will be praised and rewarded on the
basis of the individual performance of each person in the
qrouD."
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d. Playing the Competitive Game

(1) To begin: "Open the gameboard and place it on your desk.
Place your arithmetic task cards nearest you on the game-
board. Place the response sheet near your gameboard also,
and write your name on it."

(2) To play: "Spin the spinner, move that number of spaces on
your gameboard, draw nnp of your arithmetic task cards,
write the problem down on your response sheet, solve the
problem, check it, and roll again.

Complete each turn by working the problem alone and
writing the answer on your response sheet. If you
need help, please ask me.

Notice your competitors' gameboards occasionally to see
where they are in terms of completing the gameboard.
And notice when they raise their hands to signal com¬
pletion of the game. Remember, each of you is trying to
win. I will collect the response sheets in the order
students raise their hands."

(3) To end: "The game ends when all task cards have been
drawn and each problem has been solved; or when you
reach 'Home' or 'Finished,1 or when I say the 25
minutes for playing the game is over."

III. Traditional Worksheets Group

On the first day of the study, students' seats were prearranged in
an area of the classroom before they came to class (seated separately
to minimize distractions). When students arrived in the classroom
they were to sit in their assigned seats and listen to the following
instructions.

a. Task

"This is an arithmetic worksheet. Each person will be given
their own set of worksheets. Please work the arithmetic
nphl orv* on t(^p<:p qh.pptc
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b. Learning Conditions

(1) "You are to work alone and avoid talking with others.

(2) Do your best work.

(3) Seek help and clarification from me when you need to.
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(4) Work at your own pace.

(5) Do as much of the assigned material as possible."

c. Scoring

"The worksheets will be scored individually and you will
be praised individually on the basis of your own work."

d. Working with Worksheets

(1) To begin: "Take your worksheets out of the yellow
envelope with your name on it. Work the arithmetic
problems that have a dot over them. Work each of
the problems alone. If you need help, please ask me."

(2) To end: "The worksheet activity ends when each worksheet
has been completed; or when I say the 25 minutes for
working arithmetic problems is over."



APPENDIX B

Specific Learning Disabilities

Specific learninq disabilities--one who exhibits a disorder in
one (1) or more of the basic psychological processes involved in
understanding or in using spoken and written language. These may
be manifested in disorders of listening, thinking, reading, talking
writing, spelling, or arithmetic. They do not include learning
problems which are due primarily to visual, hearing, or motor
handicaps, to mental retardation, emotional disturbance, or to an
environmental deprivation.

1. Criteria for Eligibility

a. Evidence of a disorder in one (1) or more of the basic
psychological processes.

(1) Based on a student's expected level of functioning, a
score of two (2) standard deviations or less below the
mean in one (1) process area or a score of one and one-
half (1.5) standard deviations or less below the mean
in three (3) or more process areas. Process areas are
defined as: visual channel processes, auditory channel
processes, haptic channel processes, language processes
and sensory integrated processes. In cases where the
standard deviation is not available, a score of 70%
or less of the student's expectancy age in one (1)
process area of 80% or less in three (3) or more
P“*ccr<'c areas may be used.
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chronological age shall be used for placement purposes.

Illinois Test of PsycholinguiStic Abilities (ITPA)

Visual Closure (VC)
Visual Sequential Memory (VSM)
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Visual Association (VA)
Auditory Closure (AC)
Auditory Memory (AM)
Auditory Association (AA)

Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude (DTLA)

Pictorial Absurdities (1)
P-i rfov'i 3» 1 Opnnc i tpc ( r^H g Y I• UOi i u i i wCj \ ^ /

Verbal Opposites (4)
Auditory Attention Span for Unrelated Words (6)
Visual Attention Span for Objects (9)
Designs (12)
Auditory Attention Span for Related Syllables (13)
Visual Attention Span for Letters (16)
Disarranged Pictures (17)
Oral Directions (18)
Likenesses and Differences (19)

Bender Motor Gestalt Test (Bender)

(3) If more than one process test or subtest is given in any
process cluster area, the mean level of functioning will
be used to establish a deficit. Process clusters and the
tests or subtests used to measure them appropriately for
the student's chronological age are:

Battery Battery
Clusters (CA 2 to 10) (CA 10.1+)

Visual Perception
Visual Memory
Visual Association
Auditory Perception
Auditory Memory
Auditory Association
Visual Motor
Auditory Motor

ITPA-VC ,DTLA-3
ITPA-VSM,DTLA-9
ITPA-VA, DTLA-1
TTPA-AC

ITPA-AM, DTLA-6,13
ITPA-AA,DTLA-4
Bender,DTLA-12
DTLA-18

DTLA-9,16
DTLA-17

DTLA-6,13
DTLA-4,19
DTLA-12
DTLA-18

(4) Evidence of a process strength at or above the student's
expected level of functioning.

b. Evidence of academic deficits.

(1) Based on the student's expected level of functioning, a
score of: 85% expectancy age or below for third (3)
through sixth (6) grade; 75% expectancy age or below for
seventh (7) through ninth (9) grade; or, 65% expectancy
age below tenth (10) through twelfth (12) grade is required
in one (1) or more of the following academic areas:
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reading, writing, arithmetic, or spelling. For
students in kindergarten (kg) through second (2)
grade, evidence must be presented that achievement
is 85% expectancy age or below on preacademic tasks
which require listening, thinking, or speaking skills.
A student may not be placed for a deficit in either
writing or spelling or both.

If more than one academic instrument is used to document
a weakness, the results must consistently show deficits
in the same academic area. If more than one level of
functioning is obtained, the mean level of functioning
will be used to establish weakness.

c. Evidence that learning problems are not due primarily to other
handicapping conditions.

(1) A score at or above one standard deviation below the mean
on an individual test of intellectual functioning or
evidence that a score below one standard deviation is
not a reliable indicator of the student's intellectual
potential.

If the full scale on a Wechsler test is not within one

standard deviation from the mean, the student must have
one score (verbal or performance) that is within one
standard deviation from the mean. If a valid Wechsler
score is not available for any individual case, the
Directors of Exceptional Student Education and Student
Services must agree on comparable criteria that indicate
the student's intellectual potential.

(2) For students with visual processing deficits, visual
acuity above 20/70 in the better eye with best possible
correction, or evidence that the student's inability to
perform adequately on tasks which require visual process¬
ing is not due to poor visual acuity.

For students with auditory processing or language deficits,
auditory acuity loss of less than 30 decibels in the
better ear unaided, c. evidence Liiul '■ a studer.--': 1 r*
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(4) For students with a motor handicap, evidence that their
inability to perform adequately on tasks which assess the
basic psychological process is not due to the motor handicap.
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(5) For students who exhibit persistent and consistent
severe emotional handicaps, evidence that their
inability to perform adequately on tasks which assess
the basic psychological processes is not due to the
emotional handicap.

Documented evidence which indicates that viable general educa¬
tional alternatives have been attempted and found to be
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a. School personnel, parents or appropriate community agencies may
assist in the screening process to identify students who may
have problems or special needs.

b. Information is gathered from school, home and community
resources to help in making the student's needs more specific.
The screening process may include:

(1) Observation of school behavior and/or observation and
performance records from community agencies.

(2) Information and comments from student's cumulative record.

(3) Survey or standardized and non-standardized testing results
from schools or community agencies.

Screening of students by support personnel in areas such
as language, motor and social development.3.Procedures for Referral

See section on General Procedures4.Procedures for Student Evaluation

In addition to the requirements outlined in the General Procedures
section, the following procedures for student evaluation are required:

Prior to referral for determining
data snail be collected at Lhe student
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(1) Evidence of the student's sensory functioning.

(2) Any social, psychological or medical data included in the
student's cumulative folder.(3)Student attendance record if excessive absences are noted,
and the reasons for the excessive absenteeism.
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(4) Documented and dated evidence that conferences concerning
the student's specific problem have been conducted. These
conferences shall include, but not be limited to, the
parents or guardian, administrative personnel and teaching
personnel.

(5) Documented evidence of at least two (2) educational alter¬
natives attempted within the school. The documented
^«.1* ni'|r+ ho 0*1 h W f hn nf'V'rA'"
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implementing the educational alternatives.

(6) Behavioral observations in the classroom which indicate
the student's learning problem that the interventions were
designed to remediate. At least two (2) observations are
required. One may be done by the classroom teacher, and
at least one must be conducted by an evaluation team member
other than the child's regular teacher. For placement
consideration, these must be made after completion of the
interventions.

Reevaluation includes (a) revision of individual educational
program periodically, but not less than annually, and (b) that
a minimum of a formal (achievement) evaluation of the child is
conducted at least every three years, or whenever conditions
warrant, including at the request of the student's parents or
teachers.

5. Procedures for Determining Eligibility and Educational Placement

In addition to the general requirements for determining eligibility
and educational placement, these requirements must be met in the
areas of specific learning disabilities.

A multi-disciplinary team will meet to determine whether or not the
student exhibits the characteristics of a specific learning dis¬
abled student. The team must be composed of at least: a regular
classroom teacher, an SLD teacher or specialist with knowledge in
the area of specific learning disabilities, a psychologist or other
person qualified to administer an individual diagnostic examination
of children, such as school psychologist, speech/language pathologist,
or remedial reading teacher.

a. The evaluation/staffing committee shall prepare a written report
containing the results of the staffing. The report must include
a statement of:

(1) Whether the student has a specific learning disability.

(2) The basis for making the determination.



109(3)The relevant behavior noted during the observation of
a child.(4)The relationship of that behavior to the student's
academic functioning.(5)The educationally relevant medical findings, if any.

Whether there is a severe discrepancy between achieve¬
ment and ability which is not correctable without special
education and related services.

(7) The determination of the team concerning the effects of
environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage.

Each team member shall certify in writinq whether the report reflects
his or her conclusion. If it does not reflect his or her conclusion,
the team member must submit a separate statement presenting his or her
conclusions. Each member may submit a separate report with a cover
page containing a conclusion statement and dated and signed by each
member of the evaluation team. The conclusion statement may be that
the team feels that the student j_s or i_s not specific learning
disabled and why. If any member disagrees, the team member must
submit a separate statement presenting his or her conclusions. It
may be possible for the student to be eligible but not require
special education services. A continuum of alternative placements
is described in the section on Special Program Organization.

6. Procedures for Providing an Educational Plan

See section on General Purposes.

7. Procedures for Dismissal or Reassignment

Placements are reviewed annually, based on the student's individual
plan.

a. Steps in the review process may include:

(1) The ESE teacher reviews effectiveness of the educational
p1 an of the ctv-'rnt at intervals throrghovt tu- yen’"
at the end of the year.

(2) A conference with other school personnel, ESE teacher,
and/or parents.

(3) Additional evaluation by student services personnel with
follow-up conference.
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b. Dismissal may be recommended by an in-school staffing when
these standards are met:(1)Attainment of these levels in academic performance on

individually administered standardized achievement
tests.

90% of expectancy age for grades Kg-6
85% of expectancy age for grade 7 and up

-4 months for this computed level may be used for
consideration for dismissal.

Standardized tests to measure achievement may include:
Key Math, WRAT, PIAT, Woodcock-Johnson. All academic
areas should be measured.

A student should meet dismissal criteria in all academic
areas; however, students should not remain in the specific
learning disabilities class for a spelling deficit alone
unless recommended by the staffing committee. Support
services for spelling (consultation, program planning,
etc.) can be arranged upon request of the regular educa¬
tion teacher.

(2) Supporting data must be present. Supporting data may include,
but is not limited to:

(a) Regular and special education teachers' input
(criteria reference tests, standardized tests,
MAT, work samples, grades).

(b) Statewide Assessment Tests.

(c) Behavioral observations in the regular classroom.

(3) Process deficits do not need to show evidence of remediation
on a standardized process test for a student to be considered
for dismissal.
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or designee. Alternatives should be discussed for student
attendance on a regular basis, then the parent should be
notified that he has the option of dropping his child from
the program.

1
7
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The major emphasis of the specific learning disabilities
program should be in the deficit areas characteristic of
each student. As these areas are remediated, a gradual
phase out into regular education classroom should occur.
At the time of dismissal staffing, special education time
in program should be at a minimum level. Full-time trial
placement in the regular education program may be used for
a limited length of time. Dismissal may be considered in
an ol-ín-íK-íl*í+-\/ c +* a -f-f n n n
wui w t » H I ^ I • I W t WS-A • I I • IH

iwh on
(iiiun it is evident that a less

restrictive educational setting is available and appro¬
priate for the student.

Special Program Organization

The least restrictive appropriate educational setting is provided
for the student. The program is structured in such a way to allow
a specific learning disabled student to receive instruction in a:

a. Basic class with supplementary consultation or special education
services.

b. Basic class supplemented by itinerant instruction or a resource
room program.

c. Special class, either full-time or part-time, in a regular
school.

d. Varying exceptionalities classroom utilized for the resource
room and/or special class.

e. Hospital or home setting.

9. Instructional Program

The program for specific learning disability students has the follow¬
ing goals:

a. To assess the student's level of functioning in the psychological
process areas and in the academic areas of reading, writing,
arithmetic, and spelling.

Fo provide prescriptive instruction

c. To provide a program that will aid the student in adjusting to
the school and group environment and to function appropriately
in a regular classroom.
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d. To provide consultative services to instructional personnel
by providing suggestions for appropriate levels in instruc¬
tion, materials, and methods.

Curriculum for the elementary school student with specific learn¬
ing disabilities is individualized and focuses on remediating
the student's process and academic deficits. The Alachua County
Basic Skills Continuum and the Alachua County El ementary Program
Object!yes for Language Arts and Math will be utilized to ensure
that the general sequence of curriculum is presented consistently
with the rest of the school's program.

At the secondary level, the primary objective will be to utilize
the student's strengths in the acquisition of knowledge. Programs
should also begin to include vocational curriculum if the prognosis
is that t.hp child will not continue his formal education bevond

w

the high school level.

Precision teaching is one of the most effective methodologies in
the program for specific learning disabilities.10.Supporting Services

See section on General Procedures.11.Procedures for Providing Housing for Special Programs

See section on General Procedures.12.Plans for Evaluation of Program

See section on General Procedures.



APPENDIXC
COMPUTATIONALSKILLSSURVEY(FORMA)

Directions:Workasnanyoftheexercisesasyoucan.Besuretowork carefullyanddowhatthesignindicatesforeachexercise.(Afteryou havewrittentheanswarforeachexercise,writetheanswerintheblank fortheexerciseontierightsideofthepage.)

Name

Answers

l.a.23
+34

d.347 +472

2.a.87
-25

d.483 -235

356 +281

b.

54

32

21

15

+22

+42

287

169

+346

+559

786

435

-254

-312

373

852

-298

-484



Answers

3.a.43
x2

12

x4

b.58
x3

27

x5

c.375 x45

267
x76

d.721 x40

523
x20

e.358 x342

247 x553

f.721 x508

831 x407

4.a.9/29

8/35

b.27/81
18/96

c.34/75

19/81

d.48/19257/342
e.21/52538/684

f.63/2,331
52/1,116

g.193/5,790
161/6,440

f. 9-

Adaptedfrom:Brigarce,A.H.Brigancediagnosticinventoryofessentialskills. horthBillerica,MA:CurriculumAssociates,1981.



APPENDIXC—Continued
COMPUTATIONALSKILLSSURVEY(FORMB-l)

Directions:Workasnanyoftheexercisesasyoucan.Besuretowork carefullyanddowhaJt¡r.signindicatesforeachexercise.(Afteryou havewrittentheansver'oreachexercise,writetheanswerintheblank fortheexerciseontheightsideofthepage.)

Answers

d.238 +581

147 +692

f.3,004 -1,457
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644
x30

433
x60

b.32/96

c.256 x35
f.651 x406

c.31/96

d.37/18518/14^

24/888

13/817

54/1,836

28/1,558

g.481/9,260172/5,160
Adaptedfrom:Brigarcediagnosticinventoryofessentialskills. CirriculumAssociates,1981.

Answers

3583.a.
x25b.

c.

24/514.a.
b. c.

NorthBillerica,MA:
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APPENDIXC--Continued
COMPUTATIONALSKILLSSURVEY(FORMB-2)

Directions:Workasnan}oftheexercisesasyoucan.Besuretowork carefullyanddowhatthesignindicatesforeachexercise.(Afteryou havewrittentheanswarforeachexercise,writetheanswerintheblank fortheexerciseontierightsideofthepage.)

Answers

d.8/26432
x6C

f.24/888

2.a.32/963,C66
+1,554

265
x35

81/9,620

f.37/185



3.a.28/1,568

358
x25 13/817

264 +362

32e.54/1,8367/31
y3

Answers

172/5,160
c.3,00431/96 -1,457

f.24
12

+52
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APPENDIX D

SKILL ANALYSIS FOR COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS SURVEY
FORMS A AND B

1. Addition of Whole Numbers
a. 2 digits without renaming
b. 3 digits without renaming
c. 2 digits with 1 renaming
d. 3 digits with 1 renaming
e. 3 digits with 2 renamings
f. 4 digits with 3 renamings

2. Subtraction of Whole Numbers
a. 2 digits without renaming
b. 3 digits without renaming
c. 2 digits with 1 renaming
d. 3 digits with 1 renaming
e. 3 digits with 2 renamings
f. 4 digits with 3 renamings3.Multiplication of Whole Numbers
a. 2 digits x 1 digit without carrying
b. 2 digits x 1 digit with carrying
c. 3 digits x 2 digits with carrying and no zero in multiplier
d. 3 digits x 2 digits with carrying and zero in multiplier
e. 3 digits x 3 digits with carrying and no zero in multiplier
f. 3 digits x 3 digits with carrying and zero in multiplier

Division of Whole Numbers
a. 2 digits by 1 digit with remainder
b. 2 digits by 2 di gi ts
c. 2 digits by 2 di gi ts
d. 3 di gits by 2 di gi ts

O -i j- q
- • j * 1» J by / di gits

f •

m

4 digits
a a a

by 3 di
m m

gi
m

ts

y • *T
■ .. i. -

Ü i y l VJ by
’

1
KA i S •

without remainder
with remainder
with 1 digit in quotient
with 2 digit*" in quotient
with riu zero in quotient
«Vlwll _ — I W» .11 -juw w • k.<( U
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APPENDIXE OBSERVATIONFORM

NameofSchool

Observer

Student'sName

TimeBegan

Date

TimeEnded

TypeofMaterial(Cooo.Comp. Arithmeticoperation(+-x
Trad.)

r)

TaskOrientedBehaviors

TypeofMaterialStudentBehavior Coop.-CooperativeGamesGroup+ Comp.-CompetitiveGamesGroup Trad.-TraditionalWorksheetGroup

on-task off-task



APPENDIX F

PROCEDURES USED IN STUDYING COOPERATIVE,
COMPETITIVE, AND INDIVIDUALISTIC GOAL STRUCTURES

This study implemented cooperative and competitive conditions

in as constructive and effective way possible, based on the procedures

used in a series of 12 studies by Johnson and Johnson (1978). Because

there were not more than six subjects attending ESE math classes per

period in either school used in this study, the researcher modified

the competitive games group procedures.

The traditional worksheet has been the regular and ESE teachers'

traditional method for remediating arithmetic disabilities, and

usually the child follows the procedures outlined by Johnson and

Johnson, under individualistic conditions. While the researcher did

not use an individualistic condition experimental group, the control

group in this study followed the individualistic condition procedures.

Thus, the following tables present a review of Johnson and Johnson's

procedures for studying cooperative, competitive, and individualistic

goal structures. Also, other important information regarding the

following studies has been giver, in Chapter II (also see Table 1).



ProceduresUsedinStudyingCooperative, Competitive,andIndividualisticGoalStructures
Author(s) Johnson, Johnson, &Skon (1979)

CooperativeGroupCompetitiveGroupIndividualisticTeachers'Designand InstructionsInstructionsGroupInstructionsDataAnalysis Instructions

SsinstructedtoworkSsinstructedto togetherasgroup, completingonepaper orsetofpapersasa group,withallmem¬ bersstaringmaterials andideasendhelping eachotherMake suree(chSwasin¬ volvedandagreedon theanswer’.The teache»pr>isedand rewardedthegroups onthebasisofeach
competefor1st, 2nd,3rdplaces. Afterinstructional session,Sswere informedofthe resultsandwerere¬ grouped.Winners

Ssinstructedto workalone,toig- noreothers,and toworkattheir ownplaceandtodo theirbestwork. Sswereseparated tominimizedistrae-cipatedwith30Fivemonths priortostudy allSshadpar¬ ticipatedin3 learningsitua¬ tions.Three teachersparti-

weremoveduptoations.Theteacherhrs.training morechallenging clusterandthe losersweremoved tothenextlower cluster.Thiswas
praisedeachSindi-andhadusedthe viduallyonthe basisofone's work.

own

group':-achievement.designedtomaintain Ssperceptionsthat eachhadareason¬ ablechanceofwin¬ ning.Although eachclusterrepre¬ sentedadifferent levelofability, allSsworkedon thesametasks.Ss instructedtowork alonebuttobeaware oftheircompetitors' progressbynoticing whentheyraisedhands

3for5months priortothe study.Teachers followedwritten directionsfor explainingthe tasksandlearn¬ ingconditions, sothatinstruc¬ tionwasconsis¬ tentbetween teachers.The teacherswere rotatedsothat eachtaught2 coop.,2comp.,
2indiv.lessons

A1x3ANOVAwith Newman-Kuels post-hoccompari¬ sonsamongmeans wasused.Onthe achievement measurestheno. ofgroupswas usedastheunit ofanalysisin coop,condition. Ontheattitude measuretheno. ofSsincoop, conditionwas usedastheunit ofanalysis.
122



Cooperati/eGroup
CompetitiveGroup
Individualistic
Teachers1

Designand

Author(s)Instructions
Instructions

Group Instructions

Instructions

DataAnaylsis

tosignalcomple¬ tionofatask.Ss wereseatedsepar¬ ately,butnearthe othersintheir cluster

Johnson, Johnson, &Tauer (1979)

Sswereinstructed toworktogetheras
agroup,com|leting 1dailyassitnment sheetasagroup, makingsureallmem¬ berswereinvolved andunderstordhow toderiveeachan¬ swer,seekinchelp andclarification fromfellowgroup membersratherthan fromtheteacher, andwiththeteacher praisingandreward¬ ingthecrou.asa wholeonthebasis ofthegroupscore.

Toensurethatall Ssinthiscondi¬ tionbelievedthey hadanequalchance ofwinning,the clusterscompeted for1st,2nd,3rd and,inonecase, 4thplace.Oneach succeedingdaythe clusterswere changedsothatthe previousday's1st placeSswereclus¬ teredtogether,2nd placeSswereplac¬ edinthesame cluster,etc.While Sscompeted,they wereinstructedto workalone,attempt towinintheir clusters,andseek helpandclarifica¬ tionfromtheteacher
Sswereinstructed toworkontheir own,avoidingin¬ teractionwith otherstudents, seekinghelpand clarificationfrom theteacher,and withtheteacher praisingandre¬ wardingeachS individually.Ss wereinstructed toworkattheir ownpace,doingas muchofthe assignedmaterial aspossibleinthe timeallowed.

Threeteachers with30hrs. trainingonhow toconductcoop., comp.,indiv. lessonsspent over20hrs. actuallyteaching usingthe3.Each dayofthestudy the3teachers mettoreview theirplansfor presentationof lesson(strict followthrough). AllhadtaughtSs. Teachersbriefly reviewedthebeha¬ viorexpectedof eachSandofthe teacherdailyand distributedthe sheets,Ssinthe coop,groupwere
A1x3ANOVAwith Newman-Kuelspost- hoccomparisons amongmeans. Sincebothatti¬ tudequestionnaire andtheachieve¬ menttestwere takenindividually inall3cond- tions,theno.of Ssineachcondi¬ tionwasusedas then.

no

CO



CooperativeGroupCompetitiveGroupIndividualisticTeachers'Designand
Author(s)InstructionsInstructionsGroupInstructionsDataAnalysis Instructions

whentheyneeded

requiredtosign

to.Winnerswere

thepaperindica¬

determinedeachday

tingthatthey

andwerepraised

understoodhowto

andrewardedbythe

solveeachproblem.

teacher.

Eachdaytheteach¬ erwouldrandomly selectoneSfrom eachgrouptoex¬ plainhowtosolve
aproblemasa checkonwhether ornotSswere followingand makingsureevery¬ oneunderstoodhow tosolveeach problem.

Johnson, Johnson, &Skon (1980)

Ssinstríete;to worktogetheras
agroup,sirring materialian; ideas,he1pig eachother,nd ensuringtha~ eachmembervas involved,agteed onthearswers, andlearredthe materialbeirg studied.The teacher[raied andrewardedthe

SameasJohnson, Johnson,&Skon (1979).Added: Theteacher praisedandre¬ wardedthewinner ineachcluster.
SameasJohnson, Johnson,&Skon (1979)

SameasJohnson, Johnson,&Skon (1979)

A1x3ANOVAwith Newman-Kuelspost- hoccomparisons amongmeans.A multivariatewas firstconducted andwhenitproved tobesignificant, univariant analyseswere conductedonthe dependentvaria¬ bles.



Author(s) Johnson, Johnson, & Anderson (1976)

CooperatijeGroupCompetitiveGroupIndividualisticTeachers'Designand InstructionsInstructionsGroupInstructionsDataAnalysis Instructions

groupsonthe basisofeach group'sachirve- ment. SameasJohnson, Johnson,i Tauer(1979)

wasindividualized. Teachersreceived 30hrstrainingin howtostructure andfacilitateboth coop,andindiv. learningpriorto study.Dailyobser¬ vationsweremade andquestionnaires regardingSpercep¬ tionsofthelear¬ ningstructurewas administeredtwice
SameasJohnson, Johnson,& Tauer(1979)

Priortostudy allacademicin¬ structionwas individualized
Meanresponses onmeasuresof altruismand empathy,post¬

sothatstudentsexperimental hadneverbeen assignedtowork onacademiclear¬ ning.Duringthe studySspartici-
questionnaire, andachievement measureswere presented.How¬ ever,nomention

patedinnootherofdesignand coop,learning experiences,as allotheraca¬ demiccurriculum
dataanalysis used.



CooperativeGroupCompetitiveGroupIndividualisticTeachers'
Author(s)Instruction5InstructionsGroupInstructions Instructions

Designand DataAnalysis

toverifythatSs behaviorwasinfact appropriateto assignedcondition. Ssincoop,studied ingroup.Attheend ofperiod,assignment sheetswerescored withno.wrongon eachassignmentsheet takenastheindivi¬ dualorgroupscore. Allmembersofcoop, groupreceivedgroup score.Nocompeti¬ tionbetweengroups orbetweenpersons wasstructuredinto theevaluation.

Johnson,

Sameas>.ohnson,

SameasJohnson,
Sshadpreviously
Nomentionof

Johnson,

Johnson,&Sion

Johnson,&

studiedinbothcoop.
designand

&Scott (1978)

(1979)

Tauer(1979)

andindiv.waysin otherschoolSs.In homeroommanyhad participatedin Glassermeetings,and allhaddonevalues clarificationacti¬ vities.Duringthe studyallstudents
dataanalysis. F'sreported withalpha setat.11, .01,.001, .05,.10.



Author(s)
Cooperati/eCroupCompetitiveGroup InstructorsInstructions

IndividualisticTeachers' GroupInstructions Instructions

Designand DataAnalysis

wereparticipants inbothindiv.and coop,learningin otherSs.Teacher explainedbothgoal structurestoall Ssthefirstday. Aclassdiscussion wasfocusedonwhat eachrequiredofSs andteacher.Ss understoodthe importanceofwork¬ ingstrictlyintheir owngoalstructure andkeepingthestudy controlledandvalid astheyhadalldone theirowncontrolled experimentsin science.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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29
¿u
31
32

APPENDIX G

DESCRIPTIVE DATA

Age Sex Grade Pretest Score

14 M 8 37
12 F 7 35
13 M 7 34
14 M 8 35
13 M 7 32
11 F 6 30
13 M 7 37
14 M 8 29
14 M 8 34
13 M 8 35
13 M 7 37
12 M 6 30
12 M 6 17
12 M 6 26
12 M 6 23
12 M 6 25
11 M 6 26
15 M 8 28
13 M 7 39
12 F 7 24
12 F 6 15
12 M 6 19
13 M 7 25
14 M 8 26
14 F 8 32
11 M 6 30
14 F 8 23
1Z

• #

•

• •

r
* 16

15 M 8 33
10 ¡•i U

13 M 1 37
14 M 8 25
12 M 7 30
13 M 7 22
14 M 8 38
13 F 8 21
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